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In order to show that the standard partially dissipative HodgkinHuxley system
approximates the hyperbolic HodgkinHuxley system for large time, we are inter-
ested in establishing the existence of exponential attractors for the hyperbolic
system with estimates of the fractal dimension and the rate of attraction of trajec-
tories which are uniform with respect to the perturbation. Furthermore, we obtain
the continuity of exponential attractors.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The HodgkinHuxley model describes the nerve impulse transmission
across the axon. It can be compared to a cable consisting of a neural core
surrounded by a membrane across which currents are allowed to travel
back and forth through both capacitive and ion transport mechanisms.
Therefore a telegrapher’s equation coupled to a system of ordinary differen-
tial equations governs the HodgkinHuxley model.
=Vtt+(=f (m, h)+1) Vt&Vxx
=gNa m
3H(Vna&v)+ gKn
4(VK&V )+ gL(VL&V) (1.1)
mt=(m(V )&m){m
ht=(h(V )&h){h (1.2)
nt=(n(V )&n){n
The electric potential V is a function of time t and x which represents the
longitudinal displacement along the axon. The functions m, h, n are chemi-
cal concentrations of nonnegative ions (sodium, potassium, and other
leakage). An explanation of these different terms can be found and
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discussed in [4]. The axon is assumed to have a finite length (0x1)
and we impose homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
Vx(t, 0)=Vx(t, 1)=0 \t>0. (1.3)
The parameter = is nonnegative. It represents inductance in the system and
is small for physical reasons. Thus a natural approximation consists in
replacing by zero terms involving =, to obtain a reaction-diffusion equation
coupled to a system of ordinary differential equations:
Vt&Vxx=gNa m
3h(VNa&v)+ gKn
4(VK&V )+ gL(VL&V )
mt=(m(V )&m){m
ht=(h(V )&h){h (1.4)
nt=(n(V )&n){n
ux(t, 0)=ux(t, 1)=0 \t>0.
In order to justify this approximation, the study of the convergence of solu-
tions of (1.1) to (1.4) when = goes to zero has already been done in [10].
Concerning the asymptotic behavior, Fitzgibbon et al. brought a positive
answer since the problem (1.1)(1.3) has a global attractor with finite frac-
tal dimension for = small enough, as well as the problem (1.4), and the
global attractors are upper semicontinuous.
However, their estimated bound of the fractal dimension depends on =
and becomes infinite when = goes to zero. Also, the existence of a global
attractor does not give information about the rate of attraction of trajec-
tories. The time to enter into the absorbing sets gives an idea of the rate
of attraction, but, in [10], when the radius of absorbing sets was uniform
with =, the time to enter into the absorbing sets was not. That is why we
are interested in establishing the existence of exponential attractors which
attract trajectories with a uniform (with =) rate and have bounded
uniformly with respect to = fractal dimension. We refer to [2] for detailed
studies on attractors for hyperbolic problems. The asymptotic behavior of
a problem of hyperbolic singular perturbation has often been investigated
to establish the existence of global attractors [9, 1315] or more recently
the existence of exponential attractors [5, 6]. However, heretofore, uniform
(with =) results have not been obtained. Namely, the fractal dimension of
exponential attractors or global attractors was not uniformly estimated
with respect to =, but the limit problem, here a partially dissipative reaction
system (1.4) has a global attractor with finite fractal dimension [17] and
exponential attractors [7]. We recall the definition of exponential attractors:
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Definition 1.1. Let X be an Hilbert space and Y a subset of X, a set
M is called an exponential attractor for a semigroup [S(t) | t>0] for the
topology X on a set of initial data Y if
 M is a compact set and contains the global attractor
 M is positively invariant under the flow
 the fractal dimension of M is finite
 \B/Y, B bounded, _c0(B), c1(B)>0 such that:
dX (S(t) B, M)c0e&c1 t,
with dX the Hausdorff pseudo-distance for the metric X.
When the topology of Y, noted E1 , is stronger than the topology of X,
noted E0 , we speak about an E0&E1 exponential attractor. Note that,
when we consider B, a bounded subset of Y, B is bounded for the E1 topol-
ogy. To obtain the existence of exponential attractors for the hyperbolic
problem, which are uniform with =, i.e., a uniform fractal dimension and a
uniform rate of convergence of trajectories, we have to chose an adequate
Hilbert space X and an adequate subset Y.
2. ASSUMPTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL
The problem (1.4) has a positively invariant region [3], and so, for
initial data in an adequate bounded region, the solution is bounded and
the problem can be written
ut&2u+ f1(w) u=f2(w)
(2.1)
wt+hA(u) w=h2(u)
with
n u |0=0.
For more general results, we allow 0 an open bounded and regular subset
of R3 rather than a subset of R as the traditional model.
Here, w=(m, h, n)t, and the functions f1 , f2 , h1 , h2 and their derivatives
are bounded thanks to the existence of a positively invariant region.
Consistent with this remark, we place the main hypothesis on the system
(1.1)(1.3); we assume that this last can be written
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=utt+(=f3(w)+1) ut&2u+ f1(w) u=f3(w) (2.2)
wt+h1(u) w=h2(u) (2.3)
nu |0=0, (2.4)
with
(i) f1 , f2 , f3 , h1 , h2 , and the whole derivatives are bounded.
According to expressions of f1 and h1 , the following assumptions are
verified
(ii) _a>0 such that f1( } )a.
(iii) _b>0 such that h1( } )b.
The problem (2.1) is defined with initial data
u |t=0=u0
(2.5)
w |t=0=w0 ,
whereas the problem (2.2)(2.4), a second order hyperbolic equation, is
defined with another initial condition
u |t=0=u0
ut | t=0=v0 (2.6)
w |t=0=w0 .
It follows that the semigroups relative to the problems (2.1) and
(2.2)(2.4) do not operate on the same function spaces. We must keep this
difference in mind if we want to compare the global attractor or the
exponential attractors of the two problems. The natural way consists in
adding a component to the global attractor or the exponential attractors of
the problem (2.1) corresponding to ut .
We note [S(t) | t0] the semigroup relative to the problem (2.1),
S(t)(u0 , w0)=(u(t), w(t)),
and [S=(t) | t0] the semigroup relative to the problem (2.2)(2.4)
S=(t)(u0 , v0 , w0)=(u(t), ut(t), w(t)).
2.1. Notations: Function Spaces
In what follows, in order to obtain uniformwith respect to =results,
we shall work with different function spaces, more and more smooth. First,
we introduce the standard Hilbert space L2(0) with the | } | 2 norm
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associated and the inner product ( } , } ). To simplify the notation, (L2(0))3
or (L2(0))n is denoted L2(0). The notations for the associated norm and
the inner product are also the same. We omit this difference also for the
other spaces. The L p(0) norm is denoted by | } |p for 1p+. H_(0)
denotes the classical Sobolev Hilbert space and & }&_ is the associated norm.
We denote by H _n(0) (_=2, 3), the Hilbert space
H _n(0)=[u # H
_(0)nu| 0=0],
and we denote by & }&_, n its associated norm. However, in this case, we
have
&u&22, n=&u&
2
1+|2u|
2
2
&u&23, n=&u&
2
2n+|{2u|
2
2 .
In what follows, we shall work with three spaces,
E0=H 2n(0)_L
2(0)_H1(0)_(W1, 3(0) & L(0))
and the two Hilbert spaces
E0=H 2n(0)_L
2(0)_H 1(0)_H1(0)
E1=H 3n(0)_H
1(0)_H 2n(0)_H
2(0).
The quadruple (u, ut , - = ut , w) must belong to either E0 or E1 . The con-
vergence of trajectories shall be studied with E0 norm. These spaces have
been chosen to obtain uniform (in =) results. Various Sobolev embedding
and interpolation formulas shall be useful afterwards. We recall them, for
0/R3 a bounded set:
H12(0)/L3(0) |u| 3c1 &u&121 |u| 122
H1(0)/L6(0) |u| 6c2 &u&1
(2.7)
H 2(0)/L(0) |w| c3 &w&2
H 2n(0)/L
(0) |u| c4 &u&2, n .
2.2. The Partially Dissipative Reaction System
The problem (2.1) has been studied by Marion in [17] where the exist-
ence of a global attractor is established. The convergence of trajectories to
the global attractor is obtained for the L2(0) topology. It is clear that same
results could have been obtained with the H 2(0) topology. The existence
of exponential attractors is obtained in [7] for the classical topology,
L2(0). But, as well as for the global attractor, the topology can be
changed. We state the following theorem without proof:
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Theorem 2.1. If (u0 , w0) # L2(0)_H2(0) and belongs to the positively
invariant region then the semiflow associated with the semigroup [S(t) |
t0] of problem (2.1) has an exponential attractor M of F0&F1 type with
F0=H 2(0)_H1(0) F1=L2(0)_H2(0).
Remark 2.1. The initial condition (u0 , w0) has to belong to the
positively invariant region under the flow, otherwise the assumptions on
functions fi and gi are not realized.
Moreover, there are no assumptions made on the smoothness of u0 since
the semigroup S(t) has a property of smoothing effect in time on the
variable u whenever w is sufficiently smooth.
Because our aim is to prove the convergence of exponential attractors
with E0 norm, we extend the exponential attractor M to a subset of E0
in adding components corresponding to ut and - = ut , that is to say
2u& f1(w) u+ f2(w) and 0:
M0=[(u, v, 0, w) | (u, w) # M, v=2u& f1(w) u+ f2(w)]. (2.8)
Then M0 is the natural expansion of M in E0 .
2.3. Global Attractor for the Hyperbolic Problem
Proposition 2.1. For = small enough, if (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) belongs to
E1 , then the semiflow associated with the semigroup [S =(t) | t0] of
problem (2.2)(2.4) has a global attractor A= of E0&E1 type in the variable
(u, ut , - = ut , w).
We do not prove this proposition which is a simpler problem than what
is made afterwards. Furthermore, this result had been already obtained for
another topology in [12].
3. MAIN RESULTS AND IDEAS OF THE PROOFS
The proof establishing the existence of exponential attractors follows
techniques developed in [5]. These techniques are based on examining the
difference of two solutions. Although it appears that Ladyzhenskaya [16]
was the first to show the existence of exponential attractors, the concept
was developed by Eden et al. The key is verifying that what they call the
squeezing property holds.
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Definition 3.1. Let X be a Hilbert space and Y a subset of X. A semi-
group [S(t) | t0] verifies the squeezing property on Y if, for a real ’
belonging to [0, 14], there exists a projection PN* of finite rank N*(’) and
a time t* such that:
\(8, 9 ) # Y 2
if |(I&PN*)(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )| X|PN*(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|X
then |S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9|X’ |8&9|X . (3.1)
If systems are not completely dissipative, the verification of the squeezing
property, a method introduced in [1], consists in obtaining a property of
asymptotic compactness for the map which associates as the difference of
two initial conditions, with the difference of the two trajectories.
Proposition 3.1. We keep the same notation as Definition 3.1. We
assume that there exist d and h, two continuous functions from R+ to R+
with
lim
t  +
d(t)=0
such that there exists DS1, DS2 verifying
DS1(t)+DS 2(t)=S(t) 8&S(t) 9
|DS1(t)| 2E0d(t) |8&9|
2
E0
(3.2)
|DS2(t)| 2E1h(t) |8&9|
2
E0
. (3.3)
Then S(t) verifies the squeezing property on E1 for the topology E0 .
Proof. This is due to Babin and Nicolaenko [1].
Let A=&2+I be the operator with Neumann boundary conditions
operating on E1 . We denote by PN the projection on the space generated
by the N first eigenfunctions of the operator A. And let
QN=I&PN .
Remark 3.1. By virtue of Green’s formula, there exists a family
(+N)N # N such that
|QN(%)| 2E1+N+1 |QN(%)|
2
E0
\% # E1 .
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Furthermore (+N)N # N increases and
lim
N  +
+N=+.
Let &14 - 2, let t*>0 be such that - d(t*)&8, and define
R=- h(t*).
We choose N0 such that
+N0+1
16R2
&2
.
We remark that
|DS 2(t*)| 2E1R
2 |8&9| 2E0 .
According to Remark 3.1, we deduce that
|QN0(DS
2(t*))| 2E0 +
&1
N0+1
|DS2(t*)| 2E1
\&4+
2 1
R2
|DS2(t*)| 2E1 .
Then, we have
|QN0(DS
2(t*))| 2E0
&
4
|8&9| 2E0 . (3.4)
Now, two cases can occur. Either
|DS 2(t*)|E0
3
4& |8&9| E0 (3.5)
or
|DS 2(t*)|E0
3
4& |8&9| E0 . (3.6)
v Assume that (3.5) is satisfied.
From (3.2) and the choice of t*, we have
|PN0(DS
1(t*))|E0|DS
1(t*)|E0
&
8
|8&9|E0 , (3.7)
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and we obtain the inequality
|PN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0 |PN0(DS
2(t*))|E0&|PN0(DS
1(t*))| E0
\3&4 &
&
8+ |8&9|E0 ,
i.e.,
|PN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0
5
8 & |8&9|E0 . (3.8)
Furthermore, from (3.4) and (3.7), we have
|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0 |QN0(DS
1(t*))|E0+|QN0(DS
2(t*))|E0
|DS1(t*)|E0+|DS
2(t*)| E0

&
8
|8&9|E0+
&
4
|8&9|E0

3
8
& |8&9|E0 .
Then, thanks to (3.8), we have
|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0
5
8
& |8&9| E0|PN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9)| E0 .
Thus, in the case (3.5), the squeezing property is established.
v Assume now that (3.6) is realized.
With inequality (3.4), we have
|DS2(t*)| 2E0 =|QN0(DS
2(t*))| 2E0+|PN0(DS
2(t*))| 2E0
\ &
2
16
+
9&2
16 + |8&9| 2E0 .
Then,
|DS S(t*)| 2E0
5
8&
2 |8&9| 2E0 . (3.9)
As
|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0|DS
1(t*)|E0+|DS
2(t*)|E0 ,
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according to (3.7) and (3.9), we have
|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0
&
8
|8&9|E0+58 & |8&9|E0
& |8&9|E0 . (3.10)
If we have
|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0|PN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9 )|E0 ,
the estimate (3.10) ensures that
|S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9|E0
=|PN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9)|
2
E0
+|QN0(S(t*) 8&S(t*) 9)|
2
E0
2&2 |8&9| 2E0 .
With ’=- 2 & 14, in the case (3.6) the squeezing property is also obtained
in E1 for the E0 topology. This completes the proof of Proposition 3.1. K
The theory of exponential attractors [5] implies that the existence of
absorbing sets in E1 , the compactness of A= in E0 (since A=/E1), the
Lipschitz property of the semigroup [S=(t) | t>0] in E0 , and the squeezing
property in E0 ensure the existence of exponential attractors. The existence
of uniform exponential attractors is a consequence of the uniformity with
respect to = of the absorbing sets, the Lipschitz property and the squeezing
property. These three points will be examined in the next three subsections.
A statement of the main results then follows.
3.1. Uniform Absorbing Sets
We recall the definition of an absorbing set:
Definition 3.2. Let [S(t) | t0] be a semigroup defined on X; a set B
is called an absorbing set if:
for every B/X, there exists T(B) so that for u0 # B such that for
all tT, S(t) u0 # B.
If we have a family of semigroups depending on a parameter =>0 all of
which have B as an absorbing set with T and the radius of B independent
of =, B is said to be a uniform absorbing set.
We state the two following propositions establishing the existence of
uniform (with =) absorbing sets; first, an absorbing set in E0 , then, absorb-
ing set in E1 .
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Proposition 3.2. There exists a positive constant =1 , such that, for
==1 , and initial data (u0 , v0 , - = u0 , w0) in a arbitrary bounded set of
E0=H 2n(0)_L
2(0)_H1(0)_W1, 3(0) & L(0),
&(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&E0B,
the solution (u, ut , - = v, w) of (2.2)(2.4) satisfies
&(u(t), ut(t), - = v(t), w(t))&E0R1 , for tT(B),
with T(B) depending only on B (not on =) and R1 independent of = and B.
Proposition 3.3. There exists a positive constant =2 , such that, for ==2
and initial data (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) verifying
&(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&E1B1 ,
the solution (u, ut , - = v, w) of (2.2)(2.4) satisfies
&(u(t), ut(t), - = v(t), w(t))&E1R2(B) \tT(B1),
where T(B1) depends only on B1 (not on =) and R2 is a nonnegative constant,
independent of = and B1 .
3.2. Lipschitz Estimates
Before establishing the squeezing property which bears on estimates
of the differences of two solutions, we provide the requisite Lipschitz
estimates. We set (u, ut , w) the difference of two solutions
(u, ut , w)=(u1 , u1t , w1)&(u2 , u2t , w2),
of the problem (2.2)(2.4) for different initial data which are assumed to be
in the absorbing set of E1 obtained in Proposition 3.2. So, what follows is
valid for ==2 . We note
(u, ut , w) |t=0=(u0 , v0 , w0).
So, (u, ut , w) verifies
=utt+ut&2u+ f1(w1) u1& f1(w2) u2
==f3(w2) u2t&=f3(w1) u1t + f2(w1)& f2(w2) (3.11)
wt+h1(u1) w1&h1(u2) w2=h2(u1)&h2(u2).
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We introduce F1 , F2 , F3 , H1 , and H2 which are defined as follows:
Fi=|
1
0
f $i (w1+%(w2&w1)) d% i=1, 2, 3
Hi=|
1
0
h$i (u1+%(u2&u1)) d% i=1, 2.
The system (3.11) becomes
=utt+ut&2u+ f1(w1) u+F1 wu2=&=f3(w1) ut&=F3wu2t+F2w (3.12)
wt+h1(u1) w=H2u&H1uw2 . (3.13)
Proposition 3.4. There exists a nonnegative constant =3 such that, if
==3 , there is a continuous function L(t) (independent of =), such that
(u, ut , w), the solution of (3.12), (3.13) satisfies
|(u(t), ut(t), - = ut(t), w(t))|E0L(t) |(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)|E0 .
The proof of this proposition is in Section 5.
3.3. Squeezing Property
We state Proposition 3.5 leading to the squeezing property. Proposi-
tion 3.5 can be considered as a stronger property than the squeezing
property. It is a property of asymptotic compactness of the map
E0  E0
(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)  (u(t), ut(t), - = ut(t), w(t)),
where (u(t), ut(t), w(t)) is the difference of two solutions of (2.2)(2.4) and
so verify (3.12), (3.13). We introduce the pairs (u1, w1) (u2, w2) which are
solutions of
=u1tt+u
1
t &2u
1+au1
=&=f3(w1) u1t &=(F3u2t) w
1&(F1 u2) w1+F2w1 (3.14)
w1t +h1(u1) w
1=0 (3.15)
u1|t=0=u0 u
1
t | t=0=v0 w
1
|t=0=w0 , (3.16)
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and
=u2tt+u
2
t &2u
2+ f1(w1) u&au1
=&=f3(w1) u2t &=(F3u2t) w
2&(F1 u2) w2+F2w2 (3.17)
w2t +h1(u1) w
2=H2u&(H1w2) u (3.18)
u2|t=0=0 u
2
t | t=0=0 w
2
|t=0=0. (3.19)
We easily verify that
u1+u2=u w1+w2=w in D$(R+_0).
Proposition 3.5. There exists =5 such that if ==5 , then the pairs
(u1, w1) (u2, w2) satisfy
|u1(t), u1t (t), - = u1t (t), w1(t)| E0d(t) | u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0 |E0 (3.20)
|u2(t), u2t (t), - = u2t (t), w2(t)| E1h(t) | u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0 |E0 , (3.21)
where d is a continuous function with limt   d(t)=0, and h is a continuous
function. Furthermore, these functions are independent of =.
The proof is technical and uses energy estimates similar to the ones of
the other proofs. It is treated in Section 6.
3.4. Main results
We can state our main result:
Theorem 3.1. If = is sufficiently small, then the semiflow associated with
the semigroup [S=(t) | t0] associated with problem (2.2)(2.4) has an
exponential attractor M= of E0&E1 type in the variable (u, ut , - = ut , w).
Furthermore the fractal dimension of M= has an upper bound independent of
=. Finally, the rate of attraction of trajectories to M= is also uniform with
respect to =.
Remark 3.2. This result is uniform with = namely on the second com-
ponent of M=: ut . This is a new result. We remark that A=/M= has also
a finite fractal dimension.
Before giving a theorem of continuity of exponential attractors, we
modify the definition of M and M=.
A corollary of the Theorem 2.1 follows.
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Corollary 3.1. If (u0 , w0) # L2(0)_H 3(0) and belongs to the positively
invariant region then the semiflow associated with the semigroup [S(t) | t0]
of problem (2.1) has an exponential attractor M of F0&F $1 type with
F0=H 2(0)_H1(0) F $1=L2(0)_H3(0).
In this case [S(t) | t0] has an absorbing set in H 4n(0)_H
3(0). So the
variable ut(t) goes into an absorbing set in H 2n(0) and utt(t) goes into an
absorbing set in L2(0).
Corollary 3.2. If = is sufficiently small, then the semiflow associated
with the semigroup [S =(t) | t0] associated with problem (2.2)(2.4) has an
exponential attractor M= of E0&E$1 type in the variable (u, ut , - = ut , w).
Furthermore the fractal dimension of M= has an upper bound independent of
=. Finally, the rate of attraction of trajectories to M= is also uniform with
respect to =. The set E$1 is defined as follows:
E$1=H 3n(0)_H
1(0)_H 2n(0)_H
3(0).
To simplify notation, we consider [S=(t) | t0] as the map:
E$1  E$1
(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)  (u=(t), u=t(t), - = u=t(t), w=(t))
with (u=(t), u=t(t), w
=(t)) the solution of (2.2)(2.4).
The proof of Corollary 3.2 is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Furthermore, [S=(t) | t0] has an absorbing set in E$1 . Working with
these exponential attractors M and M= belonging to smoother absorbing
sets, we state:
Theorem 3.2. For every nonnegative ’, there exists t 1=t 1(’), t 2=t 2(’),
and =$==$(’), ="=="(’) such that
for ==$ dE0(S
=(t 1) M=, M0)<’ (3.22)
for ==" dE0((S(t 2) M)0 , M
=)<’ (3.23)
with dE0 the Hausdorff pseudo-distance for the metric E0 .
In the manner of (2.8), the notation (S(t ) M)0 denotes the natural exten-
sion of S(t ) M. Note that S=(t ) M= is also an exponential attractor for
[S=(t) | t0] and S(t ) M is an exponential attractor for [S(t) | t0].
The relation (3.22) is a property of upper-semicontinuity of exponential
attractors, whereas the relation (3.23) is a property of lower-semicontinuity
of exponential attractors. With both (3.22) and (3.23), we can speak about
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continuity of exponential attractors although the exponential attractors
insuring the lower and upper-semicontinuity are not the same.
Corollary 3.3. For every nonnegative ’, there exists =$$$==(’) such
that
for ==$$$ dE0(A
=, M0)<’ (3.24)
for ==$$$ dE0(A0 , M
=)<’. (3.25)
Proof. From the invariance of the global attractor, we deduce that
A==S =(t ) A=/S =(t ) M=
and
A0=(S(t ) A)0 /(S(t ) M)0 .
Applying Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.3 follows immediately.
We now produce a proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let B be an absorbing set of [S(t) | t0] in
H 4n(0)_H
3(0) and let B= be an absorbing set for [S=(t) | t0] in E$1 such
that
B==Bu _But _B- = ut _Bw
B=Bu_Bw
(B)0 /B
=,
with (B)0 being the natural extension of B.
We begin by showing the upper-semicontinuity.
If (u=, v=, - = v=, w=) belongs to M= & S=(t) B=, then there exists (u0 , v0 ,
- = v0 , w0) belonging to B= such that
(u=, v=, - = v=, w=)=S =(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0).
Proposition 3.6. There exists =6 such that, for all ==6 , there exists a
continuous function + and nonnegative constants * and k which are inde-
pendent of =, uniform in (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) # B= and such that
|S=(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&(u(t), ut(t), 0, w(t))| 2E0
k |V0 | 22 e
&*t+=+(t), (3.26)
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where V0=v0&2u0+ f1(w0) u0& f2(w0) and
(u(t), w(t))=S(t)(u0 , w0).
Remark 3.3. To control the local convergence of the trajectories of the
singularly perturbed HodgkinHuxley system to the partially dissipative
reaction diffusion system, we have to choose t large enough to ignore V0 ,
the difference of initial condition u=t | t=0&ut | t=0. Then, it will be possible
to choose = appropriately small.
The proof of this proposition is technical and is treated in Section 7.
From Corollary 3.1 and the definition of the exponential attractor, we
have
dE0(S(t)(u0 , w0), M)c0e
&c1 t,
where c0 , c1 depend only on B. This shows that there exists (U,W) belong-
ing to M such that
&u(t)&U&22+&W&
2
1c
2
0e
&2c21 t.
Furthermore,
|2u(t)& f1(w(t)) u(t)+ f2(w(t))&2U+ f1(W) U& f2(W)| 22
|2(u(t)&U)| 22+| f1 |
2
 |u(t)&U|
2
2
+(|U| 2 | f $1 |
2
+| f $2 |
2
) |w(t)&W|
2
2
Max(1, | f1 | 2 , sup
(U, W) # M
|U| 2 | f $1 |
2
+| f $2 |
2
) c
2
0e
&2c21 t.
Therefore, we have
|(u(t), ut(t), 0, w(t))&((U, 2U& f1(W) U& f2(W ), 0, W))| 2E0Ke
&2c1 t
with
K=c0+c0 Max(1, | f1 | 2 , sup
(U, W) # M
|U| 2 | f $1 |
2
+| f $2 |
2
).
If ’>0, we choose t 0 independent of (u0 , v0 , w0) such that
|(u(t 0), ut(t 0), 0, (t 0))&(U, 2U& f1(W) U& f2(W ), 0, W)| 2E0
’2
2
, (3.27)
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With t 1t 0 and =$=6 such that for ==$, we have
|S=(t 1)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&(u(t 1), ut(t 1), 0, w(t 1))| 2E0
’2
2
. (3.28)
According to Proposition 3.6, t 1 and =$ can be chosen such that they
depend only on B= and are independent of (u0 , v0 , w0).
From (3.27) and (3.28) we have
|S=(t 1)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&(U, 2U& f1(W) U& f2(W ), 0, W)| 2E0’.
This result is uniform in (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) and so with (u=, v=, - = v=, w=),
we obtain
for ==$ dE0(S
=(t 1) M=, M0)’.
We thereby establish the upper-semicontinuity of exponential attractors
(3.22).
The proof of lower-semicontinuity will proceed in a similar manner and
will not be as complicated.
Let (U,W) be in M & S(t) B, then there exists (u0 , v0) belonging to B
such that
(U, W)=S(t)(u0 , w0)=(u(t), w(t)).
Proposition 3.7. If ==6 , then there exists a continuous function +
which is independent of =, uniform for (u0 , v0) # B such that
|S=(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&(u(t), ut(t), 0, w(t))| 2E0=+(t), (3.29)
where v0=2u0& f1(w0) u0+ f2(w0) and
(u(t), w(t))=S(t)(u0 , w0).
The proof of this proposition is very similar to that of Proposition 3.6.
From Corollary 3.2 and the definition of exponential attractor, we
observe that
dE0(S
=(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0), M=)c2e&c3 t, (3.30)
where c2 , c3 depend only on B=. This follows because
(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) # B=.
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Let ’>0, let t 2 be such that
c2e&c3 t

2=
’
2
,
and let ="=6 be such that ="+(t 2)’24. Then, from (3.29), (3.30), we
have
dE0((u(t 2), ut(t 2), 0, w(t)), M
=)
|S =(t 2)(u0 , v0 , - = w0)&(u(t 2), ut(t 2), 0, w(t 2))|E0
+dE0(S
=(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0), M=)’.
Because this estimate is uniform for (u0 , w0) and for (U,W), we may
deduce that:
max
(U, W) # M & S(t 2) B
dE0(( |(U, 2U& f1(W) U+ f2(W), 0, W), M
=| ))’.
Since M/B and S(t 2) M/M & S(t 2) B, we have
dE0((S(t 2) M)0 , M
=)’,
And we have completed the proof of the lower-semicontinuity (3.23). K
4. UNIFORM ABSORBING SETS
We recall that (u, ut , w) is solution of the following system:
=utt+(=f3(w)+1) ut&2u+ f1(w) u=f2(w) (4.1)
wt+h1(u) w=h2(u) (4.2)
nu |0=0. (4.3)
4.1. Absorbing Sets in E0
We recall that E0 is defined by
E0=H 2n(0)_L
2(0)_H1(0)_W1, 3(0) & L(0).
Our goal is to obtain an absorbing set for the variable (u, ut , - = ut , w) in
E0 . We begin by obtaining absorbing sets which are less smooth. We
assume that there exists B a nonnegative constant such that
&(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&E0B.
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These estimates are formal but can be rigorously justified using Galerkin
approximations.
Lemma 4.1. Assume that there is a nonnegative constant r1 such that
initial data satisfies
&u0&21+= |v0 | 22+|w0 | 22r1 .
Then there exist nonnegative constants =0 , T(r1), R0 , solution of (4.1) such
that
for all ==0 &u(t)&21+= |ut(t)| 22+|w(t)| 22R20 \tT
and T depends only on r1 and R0 does not depend on = and r1 .
A proof of this lemma can be found in [11].
Lemma 4.2. The solution component w is uniformly bounded for all time
in L(0), indeed we have
|w(t)||w0 |  e&bt+
|h2 | 
b
.
Moreover w is bounded for all time in H1(0):
|{w(t)| 2|{w0 | 2 e&bt+sup
s0
( |h$2 | |{u(s)| 2
+|h$1 | |w(s)|  |{u(s)| 2)
1&e&bt
b
.
Proof. Integrating (4.2) and estimating in L(0) norm, we use the fact
that h1( } )b to observe that
|w(t)||w0 |  e&bt+|
t
0
e&b(t&s) |h2(u(s))|  ds|w0 | e&bt+
|h2 |
b
.
The gradient of w satisfies the differential equation
{wt+h1(u) {w=h$2(u) {u&h$1(u) {uw.
It follows that {w(t) may be represented as
{w(t)={w0e&
t
0 h1(u({)) d{
+|
t
0
e&
t
s h1(u({)) d{(h$2(u) {u&h$1(u) {uw)(s) ds.
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This together with the fact that h1( } )b yields
|{w(t)| 2|{w0 | 2 e&bt+sup
s0
( |h$2 | |{u(s)| 2
+|h$1 | |w(s)|  |{u(s)| 2)
1&e&bt
b
. (4.4)
According to Lemma 4.1, this last estimate ensures that w is bounded for
all time in H1(0) and we have completed the proof of Lemma 4.2. K
Lemma 4.3. We have the following estimate for {w in the L3(0) norm
which depends on the H 2n(0) norm of u,
|{w(t)|3|{w0 |3 e&bt+K1 sup
0st
&u(s)&122, n , (4.5)
where K1 is a real constant, independent of =.
Proof. From an argument similar to the one established in (4.4), we
produce the estimate
|{w(t)| 3|{w0 | 2 e&bt+sup
s0
( |h$2 | |{u(s)| 3
+|h$1 | |w(s)| |{u(s)| 3)
1&e&bt
b
,
which can be written as
|{w(t)|3|{w0 |3 e&bt+K0 sup
0st
|{u(s)| 3 ,
where
K0=|h$2 |+|h$1 |  sup
0st
|w(s)| .
Thus, by virtue of the embedding H 12(0)/L3(0), there exists a non-
negative constant c5 such that
|{w(t)|3|{w0 |2 e&bt+K0c5 sup
0st
&u(s)&122, n |{u(s)| 122 .
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This will produce an inequality of the form (4.5) with
K1=K0c5 sup
t
|{u| 122 .
This ends the proof of Lemma 4.3. K
Remark 4.1. If we assume that t large enough (depending only on B)
is the new time-origin, we have
|{w(t)|32K1 sup
0st
&u(s)&122, n t>0,
and K1 do not depend on B.
Lemma 4.4. There exists =$0 such that, for all ==$0 , there exists R1 and
a time T(B) such that
- = |2u(t)| 2R1 tT(B).
A proof can be found in [12].
Remark 4.2. After a change of time origin, it follows that
=14 |{w(t)| 3R2 t>0, (4.6)
where R2 depends only on R1 , K1 , and R0 .
Lemma 4.5. For all ==0 , there exists nonnegative constants K2 , K3 ,
K4 , K5 , and K6 uniform with respect to = such that, for arbitrary nonnegative
real numbers :, ;, #, we have
d
dt
1(t)+(1&2= | f $3 |  |{w| 3) |{ut | 22+(;&2# | f1 |
2
&:&K3) |2u|
2
2
+(#&:( 12+| f1 |)) |ut |
2
2K2+:K4+;K5+#K6 , (4.7)
where
1== |{ut | 22+|2u|
2
2+
:
2 |ut |
2
2+:(&2u, ut)+:( f1(w) u, ut)
&:( f2(w), ut)+2;=({ut , {u)+; |{u| 22+#= |ut |
2
2+# |{u|
2
2 .
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Proof. Computing the inner product of (4.1) with &2ut , we have
=
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+|{ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22
| f $2 | |{w| 2 |{ut | 2+| f $1 | |{w| 2 |u| |{ut | 2
+| f1 | |{u| 2 |{ut | 2+= | f $3 |  |{w| 3 |ut | 6 |{ut |2
+= | f3 |  |{ut | 2 . (4.8)
From Young’s inequality, we obtain
=
d
dt
|{ut | 22+
d
dt
|2u| 22+(1&2= | f $3 | |{w| 3) |{ut |
2
2K2+K3 |2u|
2, (4.9)
where
4 | f $2 | 22 |{w|
2
2+2=
2 | f3 | 2+4=(2 |{w0 |
2
3 e
&2bt+2K 21) | f $3 |  = |ut |
2
2
+| f1 | 2 |{u|
2
2+2c1 | f $1 |
2
 |{w|
2
2 &u&
2
1K2
and
= | f $3 | 2 = |ut |
2
2+c1 | f $1 |
2
 |{w|
2
2K3 .
By virtue of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, K2 and K3 are constants, independent of
=. Computing the inner product of (4.1) with utt , we obtain:
= |utt | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+
d
dt
(&2u, ut)&|{ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w) u, ut)&
d
dt
( f2(w), ut)
= | f3 |  |ut | 2 |utt | 2+| f $2 | |wt | 2 |ut | 2
+| f $1 | |wt | 2 |u|+| f1 | |ut | 22 . (4.10)
This estimate becomes
1
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+
d
dt
(&2u, ut)&|{ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w) u, ut)&
d
dt
( f2(w), ut)
K4+\12+| f1 | + |ut | 22+|2u| 22 , (4.11)
where K4 does not depend on = and
=
4
| f3 | 2 |ut |
2
2+
1
2
| f $2 | 2 |wt |
2
2+
c21
4
| f $1 | 2 |wt |
2
2+&u&21K4 .
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The inner product of (4.1) with &2u yields
=
d
dt
({ut , {u)+
1
2
d
dt
|{u| 22&= |{ut |
2
2+|2u|
2
= | f3 | |ut | 2 |2u| 2+| f1 | |u| 2 |2u| 2+| f2(w)| 2 |2u| 2 . (4.12)
Applying Young’s inequality, we have
2=
d
dt
({ut , {u)+
d
dt
|{u| 22&2= |{ut |
2
2+|2u|
2
4= | f2 | 2 = |ut |
2
2+4 | f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2 +2 | f2(w)|
2
2K5 , (4.13)
where K5 is independent of =.
Taking the inner product of (4.1) with ut , we have
=
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+|ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u| 22| f1 |  |u| |ut | 2+| f2(w)| 2 |ut | 2 . (4.14)
By virtue of Lemma 4.1, this becomes
=
d
dt
|ut | 22+|ut |
2
2+
d
dt
|{u| 22 (2c
2
1 | f1 |
2
 &u&21+2 | f2(w)| 22+2 | f1 | 2 |2u| 22)
K6+2 | f1 | 2 |2u|
2
2 , (4.15)
where K6 is a constant independent of =.
If we multiply (4.11), (4.13), and (4.15) by :, ;, #, respectively, complete
the sum and add (4.9), we can produce (4.7) and complete the proof of
Lemma 4.5. K
Proposition 4.1. There exists a nonnegative constant =1 , such that, if
==1 and initial data (u0 , v0 , - = u0 , w0) lies in an arbitrary bounded set of
E0=H 2n(0)_L
2(0)_H1(0)_W1, 3(0) & L(0), i.e.,
&(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&E0B,
then the solution (u, v, - = v, w) of (2.2)(2.4), satisfies
&(u(t), ut(t), - = ut(t), w(t))&E0R1 \tT(B),
where T(B) depends only on B and not on = and R1 is independent of = and B.
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Proof. We begin by showing that 1 is like a norm on E0 .
We observe that
: |(&2u, ut)|
:
12
|ut | 22+3: |2u|
2
2
: |( f1(w) u, ut)|
:
12
|ut | 22+3: | f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2
: |( f2(w), ut)|
:
12
|ut | 22+3: | f2(w)|
2
2
2;= |({ut , {u)|
=
2
|{ut | 22+2;
2= |{u| 22 .
Then, if := 16 , we have
1 32= |{ut |
2
2+
3
2 |2u|
2
2+
1
8 |ut |
2+(;+#) |{u| 22+#= |ut |
2
2
+3: | f1 | 2 |u|
2
2+3: | f2(w)|
2
2+2;
2= |{u| 22 (4.16)
1
2= |{ut |
2
2+
1
2 |2u|
2
2+
1
24 |ut |
2 +(;+#) |{u| 22+#= |ut |
2
2
&(3: | f1 | 2 |u|
2
2+3: | f2(w)|
2
2+2;
2= |{u| 22)1. (4.17)
Choosing # and ;,
#=:( 12+| f1 |)+1 ;=2# | f1 |
2
+:+K3+12,
for
=="0=Min \=$0 , 124; , \
1
8 | f $3 | R2+
43
20 | f $3 |  |{w0 | 3+ .
By virtue of (4.6), = | f $3 | |{w(t)| 3 18 , this the inequality (4.7) becomes
d
dt
1(t)+8 \ 116 |{ut | 22+
3
2
|2u| 22+
1
8
|ut | 22 +K2+:K4+;K5+K6 .
From (4.16), we see that
d
dt
1(t)+81(t)K2+:K4+;K5+K6+8(;+#) |{u| 22+#= |ut |
2
2
+3: | f1 | 2 |u|
2
2+3: | f2(w)|
2
2+2;
2= |{u| 22K7 .
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The estimate
1(t)1(0) e&8t+
K7
8
(4.18)
follows.
Using estimate (4.17), we have the inequality
= |{ut | 22+|2u|
2
2+
1
12
|ut | 2+2(;+#) |{u| 22+2#= |ut |
2
2
21(0) e&8t+
K7
4
+6: | f1 | 2 |u|
2
2+6: | f2(w)|
2
2+4;
2= |{u| 22
K 28 , (4.19)
where K8 is a real constant.
Because (4.19) is satisfied, we have due to (4.5)
|{w(t)|32K1 - K8 =K9 . (4.20)
The constant K9 is independent of =.
Inequalities (4.19), (4.20), Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, establish Proposition 4.1. K
4.2. Absorbing Set in E1
We recall that E1 is defined by
E1=H 3n(0)_H
1(0)_H 2n(0)_H
2(0).
The global existence of solution of (4.1)(4.3) in E1 is not proved but can
be established by classical arguments. We are interested in the asymptotic
behavior of the solution. We assume that the initial time is the time to
enter the absorbing set of E0 obtained in Proposition 4.1. We begin by
obtaining an absorbing set for w in H2(0):
Lemma 4.6. We assume that
|(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)|E1B1 ,
for ==1 ; there exists T=T(B1) such that
\tT |{w(t)| 62(|h$2 |+|h$1 |  sup
s0
|w(s)|) c2 R1 ;
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there exists K11 independent of =, such that
\tT |D2w(t)| 22K11 ,
where D2 is an arbitrary second order space-derivative.
Proof. First, an estimate similar to (4.5) with L6(0) ensures
|{w(t)| 6|{w0 | 6 e&bt+sup
s0
|h$2 | |{u(s)| 6
+|h$1 | |w(s)|  |{u(s)| 6
1&e&bt
b
.
Then, for T=T(B1) sufficiently large, we have for all tT,
|{w(t)|62( |h$2 |+|h$1 | sup
s0
|w(s)| ) c2R1 .
The existence of an absorbing set in H 2(0) for the variable w is
straightforward using Proposition 4.1. We remark that D2 is a second order
spatial differential operator, D2w=D!D‘w satisfies the differential equation
D2wt+h1(u) D2w=D2h2(u)&h$1(u)(D!u D‘w+D!w D‘u+D2uw)
&h"1(u) D!u D‘uw.
We deduce the estimate
|D2w(t)| 2|D2w0 |2 e&bt+
1
b
( |D2h2(u)| 2+|h$1 |( |{u| 6 |{w| 3
+|D2u| 2 |w|)+|h"1 | |{u| 6 |{u| 3 |w| )(t)
|D2w0 |2 e&bt+K11
with K11 , a nonnegative constant which depends only on fi , hi and R1 .
Then, for tT(B1) sufficiently large and independent of =
|D2w(t)| 22K11 . K
The existence of absorbing sets in E1 for the variable u is obtained by
techniques using the same idea as the proof of existence of absorbing sets
in E0 . These techniques are based on four energy estimates.
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Lemma 4.7. There exist constants K12 , K13 , K14 , K15 , K16 , and K17 ,
independent of = such that
=
2
d
dt
|2ut | 22+\12&=K13+ |2ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{2u| 22
K 212
2
(4.21)
1
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+
d
dt
(2u, 2ut)&2 |2ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w) u&2ut)+
d
dt
( f2(w), 2ut)

K 214
4
+
K 215
4
(4.22)
=
d
dt
(2ut , 2u)+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22&= |2ut |
2
2+
1
2
|{2u| 22
K 216
2
(4.23)
=
d
dt
|{ut | 22+|{ut |
2
2+
d
dt
|2u| 22K
2
17 . (4.24)
Proof. If we apply the Laplacian, 2, to Eq. (4.1) and compute the inner
product with 2ut , we obtain
=
2
d
dt
|2ut | 22+|2ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{2u| 22
| f "1 | |{w| 3 |{w| 6 |u| |2ut | 2
+| f $1 | |2w| 2 |u| |2ut | 2+2 | f $1 | |{w| 3 |{u| 6 |2ut | 2
+| f1 | |2u| 2 |2ut | 2+| f $2 | |2w| 2 |2ut | 2
+= | f "3 |  |{w| 3 |{w|3 |ut |  |2ut | 2
+= | f $3 |  |2w| 2 |ut | |2ut | 2
+2= | f $3 | |{w| 3 |{ut | 6 |2ut | 2+= | f3 | |2ut | 22 . (4.25)
We define
K12=sup
t
( | f "1 | |{w| 3 |{w| 6 c4R1+| f $1 | |2w| 2 c4 R1
+2 | f $1 | |{w| 3 c2 R1+| f1 |  R1+| f $2 | |2w| 2)
+c6 sup
t
( | f "3 | |{w| 3 |{w| 6 R1 | f $3 | |2w| 2 R1+2 | f $3 | |{w| 3 R1),
K13=c6 sup
t
( | f "3 | |{w| 3 |{w| 6 | f $3 | |2w| 2+2 | f $3 | |{w| 3)
K14=| f $3 | |{w| 3 c2R1+| f3 | R1
K15=sup
t
( | f $2 | |wt | 2+| f $1 | |wt | 3 c2R0+| f1 |  R1).
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Thus (4.25) becomes
=
2
d
dt
|2ut | 22+|2ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{2u| 22K12 |2ut | 2+=K13 |2ut |
2
2 .
Applying Young’s inequality, estimate (4.21) holds.
The following estimate is obtained from the inner product of (4.1) and
&2utt :
= |{utt | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+
d
dt
(2u, 2ut)&|2ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w) u, &2ut)
+
d
dt
( f2(w), 2ut)
=( | f $3 | |{w| 3 |ut | 6+| f3 | |{ut | 2) |{utt | 2+| f $2 | |wt | 2 |2ut | 2
+( | f $1 | |wt | 3 |u| 6+| f1 | |ut | 2) |2ut | 2 . (4.26)
We define
K14=| f $3 | |{w| 3 c2R1+| f3 | R1
K15=sup
t
( | f $2 | |wt | 2+| f $1 |  |wt | 3 c2R0+| f1 |  R1),
then, from (4.26), we obtain
= |{utt | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+
d
dt
(2u, 2ut)&|2ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w) u, &2ut)
+
d
dt
( f2(w), 2ut)- = K14 |{utt | 2+K15 |2ut | 2 .
The estimate (4.22) follows from Young’s inequality.
The inner product of (4.1) with &22u yields
=
d
dt
(2ut , 2u)+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22&= |2ut |
2
2+|{2u|
2
= | f2 |  |{ut | 2 |{2u| 2+= | f $3 | |{w| 3 |ut | 6 |{2u| 2
+( | f1 | |{u| 2+| f $1 | |{w| 3 |u| 6) |{2u| 2
+| f $2 | |{w| 2 |{2u| 2 . (4.27)
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Setting
K16=- =1 | f3 | R1+sup
t
- =1 | f $3 | |{w| 3 c2 R1+| f1 | R0
+| f $1 |  sup
t
|{w| 3 c2R0+| f $2 | sup
t
|{w| 2 ,
estimate (4.27) becomes
=
d
dt
(2ut , 2u)+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22&= |2ut |
2
2+|{2u|
2K16 |{2u| 2 .
From Young’s inequality, we deduce that (4.23) holds. Finally, the inner
product of (4.1) with &2ut gives
=
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+|{ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22
| f $2 |  |{w| 2 |{ut | 2+| f $1 | |{w| 2 |u| |{ut | 2
+| f1 | |{u| 2 |{ut | 2+= | f $3 |  |{w| 3 |ut | 6 |{ut | 2
+= | f3 |  |{ut | 22 . (4.28)
Letting
K17=| f $2 | sup
t
|{w| 2+| f $1 |  sup
t
|{w| 2 c4R1+| f1 | R0
+- =1 | f $3 | sup
t
|{w| 3 c3R1+- =1 | f3 | R1 ,
the estimate (4.28) can be written
=
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+|{ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22K17 |{ut | 2
and (4.24) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.7. K
Proposition 4.2. There exists a positive constant =2 , such that, for ==2
and initial data (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) verifying
&(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&E1B1 ,
the solution (u, ut , - = v, w) of (2.2)(2.4) satisfies
&(u(t), ut(t), - = v(t), w(t))&E1R2(B) for tT(B1),
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where T(B1) depends only on B1 (not on =) and R2 is a nonnegative constant,
independent of = and B1 .
Proof. For the component w, the result has already been obtained in
Lemma 4.6. The rest of the proof follows from Lemma 4.7.
A linear combination of (4.21)(4.24) gives
d
dt
11(t)+(1&2=K13&2:&;=) |2ut | 22+
;
2
|{2u| 22+# |{ut |
2
2
K 212+
:
4
(K 214+K
2
15)+
;
2
K 216+#K
2
17=K20 , (4.29)
with :, ;, # three nonnegative constants which will be chosen later. Here,
11 is the function:
11== |2ut | 22+|{2u|
2
2+
:
2
|{ut | 22+:(2u, 2ut)+:( f1(w) u, &2ut)
+:( f2(w), 2ut)+;=(2ut , 2u)+
;
2
|2u| 22+#= |{ut |
2
2+# |2u|
2
2 .
We remark that
: |({2u, {ut)|
:
12
|{ut | 22+3: |{2u|
2
2
: |({( f1(w) u), {ut)|
:
12
|{ut | 22+3:( | f $1 | |{w|
2
3 |u|
2
6+| f1 |
2
 |{u|
2
2)
: |({( f2(w)), {ut)|
:
12
|{ut | 22+3: | f $2 | |{w|
2
2
;= |(2ut , 2u)|
=
2
|2ut | 22+
;2=
2
|2u| 22 .
We deduce that, for
:= 16, ;=24, #=1,
and
==2=Min \=1 , 112K13+144+ ,
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we have
11 32 = |2ut |
2
2+
3
2 |{2u|
2
2+
3
24 |{ut |
2
2+K19 , (4.30)
1
2 = |2ut |
2
2+
1
2 |{2u|
2
2+
1
24 |{ut |
2
2&K1811 , (4.31)
with
K18=
1
2
| f $1 | sup
t
|{w| 3 c22R
2
0+
1
2
| f1 | 2 R
2
0+
1
2
| f $2 | sup
t
|{w| 22+
;2=
4
R21
K19=K18+14R21 .
Furthermore, (4.29) becomes
d
dt
11+
1
2
|2ut | 22+12 |{2u|
2
2+|{ut |
2
2K20 . (4.32)
Using (4.30) in (4.32), and since ==2 12 , we obtain
d
dt
11+811K20+8K19 . (4.33)
Because of the damping on 11 , we have
11(t)e&8t11(0)+
K20
8
+K19 .
Therefore, for T large enough, independent of =, it follows that
11(t)
K20
4
+2K19 for all tT.
The estimate (4.31) allows us to conclude that,
1
2
= |2ut(t)| 22+
1
2
|{2u(t)| 22+
1
24
|{ut(t)| 22
K20
4
+2K19+K18 \tT.
This and Proposition 4.1 establish the Proposition 4.2. K
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5. LIPSCHITZ ESTIMATES
The goal of this section is to prove the Proposition 3.4. We recall that
the difference (u, ut , w) of two solutions (u1 , u1t , w1) and (u2 , u2t , w2) of
(2.2)(2.4) satisfies
=utt+ut&2u+ f1(w1) u+F1 wu2= &=f3(w1) ut&=F3wu2t+F2 w, (5.1)
wt+h1(u1) w=H2u&H1 uw2 , (5.2)
(u, ut , w) |t=0=(u0 , v0 , w0).
We will successively obtain uniformwith respect to =Lipschitz estimates
for (- = ut , u, w) in L2(0)_H1(0)_L2(0), then for (u, ut , - = ut , w) in E0 .
Lemma 5.1. There exist a nonnegative real number =$2 , a constant L5
independent of = for ==$2 , and L1L2 which are uniform with respect to =
functions such that:
= |ut(t)| 22+&u(t)&
2
1+|w(t)|
2
26e
L5 t(= |ut | 22+&u&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2), (5.3)
|w(t)| 26L1(t)(= |v0 |
2
2+&u0&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2)
(5.4)
|w(t)| 22|w0 |
2
2+
1
c22
L1(t)(= |v0 | 22+&u0&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2),
|{w(t)| 22L2(t)(= |v0 |
2
2+&u0&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2). (5.5)
The product of (5.2) with w yields
1
2
d
dt
|w| 2+h1(u1) |w| 2=(H2u&H1 uw2) w.
By Young’s inequality, we have
d
dt
|w| 2+b |w| 2
1
2b
( |h2 | 2+|h1 |
2
 |w2 |
2
) |u|
2+b |w| 2.
It follows that
|w(t)| 2|w0 | 2+L1 |
t
0
|u(s)| 2 ds,
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where
L1=
1
2b
( |h2 | 2+|h1 |
2
 sup
t
|w2 | 2).
An estimate using the L p2(0) norm gives
|w(t)| 2p|w0 |
2
p+L1 |
t
0
|u(s)| 2p ds ( p=2, 6). (5.6)
The ordinary differential equation satisfied by {w is the following
{wt+h1(u1) {w=&h$1(u1) {u1w+{H2u+H2{u&{H1uw2
&H1{uw2&H1u{w2 . (5.7)
By taking the inner product of (5.7) with {w, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
|w| 22+b |w|
2
2|h$1| |{u1 | 3 |w| 6 |{w| 2+|{H2 | 3 |u| 6 |{w| 2
+|H2 |  |{u| 2 |{w| 2+|{H1 | 3 |u| 6 |w2 |  |{w| 2
+|H1 |  |{u| 2 |w2 |  |{w2 | 2+|H1 |  |u| 6 |{w2 |3 |{w| 2 .
From Young’s inequality, we obtain
d
dt
|{w| 22L2 |w|
2
6+L3 &u&
2
1 ,
with
L2=
3
b
|h$1 | 2 c
2
1R
2
1
L3=c22
3
b
(sup
t
|{H2 | 23+sup
t
|{H1 | 23 sup
t
|w2| 2+|h1 |
2
 sup
t
|{w2 | 23)
+
3
b
|h2 | 2+
3
b
|h1 | 2 sup
t
|w2 | 2 .
A time-integration leads to
|{w(t)| 22|{w0 |
2
2+L2 |
t
0
|w(s)| 26 ds+L3 |
t
0
&u(s)&21 ds. (5.8)
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The following estimate is obtained by taking the inner product of (5.1)
with ut :
=
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+|ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u| 22= | f3 |  |ut |
2
2+= | f3 | |u2t |  |w| 2 |ut | 2
+| f2 | |w| 2 |ut | 2+| f1 | |u| 2 |ut | 2
+| f1 | |u2 | |w| 2 |ut | 2 .
Using Young’s inequality, this becomes
=
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+\12&= | f3 |+ |ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{u| 22L
2
4 |w|
2
2+| f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2 , (5.9)
with
L4=- = | f3 | c4R2+| f2 |+| f1 | c4R1 .
The inner product of (5.1) with u leads to the estimate:
=
d
dt
(ut , u)&= |ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|u| 22+|{u|
2
2+a |u|
2
2
= | f3 | |ut | 2 |u| 2+= | f3 | |u2t |  |w| 2 |u| 2
+| f2 |  |w| 2 |u| 2+| f1 | |u2 |  |w| 2 |u| 2
L4 |w| 2 |u| 2+= | f3 | |ut | 2 |u| 2 .
And again, applying Young’s inequality, we have
=
d
dt
(ut , u)&\=+ =
2
2a
| f3 | 2+ |ut | 22+12
d
dt
|u| 22+|{u|
2
2
L24
2a
|w| 22 . (5.10)
If we multiply Eq. (5.9) by 2 and add the result to (5.10), we have
d
dt
1+\1&2= | f3 |&=& =
2
2a
| f3 | 2+ |ut | 22+|{u| 22
\2+ 12a+ L24 |w| 22+2 | f1 | 2 |u| 22 , (5.11)
with
1== |ut | 22+|{u|
2
2+=(ut , u)+
1
2 |u|
2
2 .
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We remark that
= |(ut , u)|
=
2
|ut | 22+
=
2
|u| 22 .
Because = 12 ,
=
2
|ut | 22+|{u|
2
2+
1
4
|u| 221
3=
2
|ut | 22+|{u|
2
2+
3
4
|u| 22 . (5.12)
If we integrate (5.11) and add (5.6) ( p=2), we have
for all ==$2=Min \=2 , \2 | f3 |+1+=
2
2
2a
| f3 | 2 +
&1
+ ,
1(t)+|w(t)| 221(0)+|w0 |
2
2+\2+ 12a+ L24 |
t
0
|w(s)| 22 ds
+(2 | f1 | 2+L1) |
t
0
|u(s)| 22 ds. (5.13)
If we define
L5=Max \\2+ 12a+ L24 , 8 | f1 | 2+4L1+ ,
we obtain by virtue of (5.13)
1(t)+|w(t)| 221(0)+|w0 |
2
2+L5 |
t
0
1(s)+|w(s)| 22 ds. (5.14)
Applying Gronwall’s lemma to (5.14), we have
1(t)+|w(t)| 22e
L5 t(1(0)+|w0 | 22).
Using equivalent norms, we obtain (5.3) from (5.12).
Inequality (5.6) ensures that
|w(t)| 26c
2
2 &w0&21+
6c22L1
L5
eL5 t(= |v0 | 22+&u0 &21+|w0 | 22).
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And (5.4) follows. At last, (5.8) yields
|{w(t)| 22|{w0 |
2
2+L2c
2
2 t &w0&
2
1+L2
6c22 L1
L25
eL5 t(= |v0 | 22+&u0&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2)
+
6L3
L5
eL5 t(= |v0 | 22+&u0&21+|w0 | 22)
Using (5.5), we complete our proof of Lemma 5.1. K
Lemma 5.2. There exists constants L6 , L7 , L8 , L9 , and L10 which are
uniform with respect to = such that
=
d
dt
|{ut | 22+(1&10=
2 | f3 | 2&L10=
2) |{ut | 22
L6 |u| 22+L7 |{u|
2
2+L8 |w|
2
6+L9 |{w|
2
2+L10=
2 |ut | 22 . (5.15)
There exists constants L11 , L12 , L13 , and L14 which are uniform with respect
to = such that
1
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+
d
dt
(ut , &2u)&|{ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w1) u, ut)
+
d
dt
(F1wu2 , ut)&
d
dt
(F2w, ut)
L11 |ut | 22+L12 |w|
2
6+L13 |w|
2
2+L14 |u|
2
2 . (5.16)
Proof. By taking the inner product of (5.1) with &2ut , we have
=
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+|{ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22
|{( f1(w1) u)| 2 |{ut | 2+|{(F1wu2)| 2 |{ut | 2
+= |{( f3(w1) ut)| 2 |{ut | 2
+= |{(F3wu2t)|2 |{ut | 2+|{(F2 w)| 2 |{ut | 2 .
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Applying Young’s inequality, we obtain
=
2
d
dt
|{ut | 22+
1
2
|{ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|2u| 22
5 | f $1 | 2 |{w1 |
2
3 |u|
2
6+5 | f1 |
2
 |{u|
2
2
+
15
2
|{F1 | 23 |u2 |
2
 |w|
2
6+
15
2
|F1 | 2 |u2 |
2
 |{w|
2
2
+
15
2
|F1 | 2 |{u2 |
2
3 |w|
2
6+5=
2 | f $3 | 2 |{w1 |
2
3 |ut |
2
6
+5=2 | f3 | 2 |{ut |
2
2+
15
2
= |{F3 | 23 = |u2t |
2
 |w|
2
6
+
15
2
= |F3 | 2 = |u2t |
2
 |{w|
2
2+
15
2
= |F3 | 2 = |{u2t |
2
3 |w|
2
6
+5 |{F2 | 23 |w|
2
6+5 |F2 |
2
 |{w|
2
2 .
This produces estimate (5.15) if we set
L6=10 | f $1 | 2 sup
t
|{w1 | 23
L7=10 | f1 | 2
L8=15 sup
t
|{F1 | 23 c
2
4R
2
1+15 | f $1 |
2
 c
2
1R
2
1+15= sup
t
|{f3 | 23 c
2
4 R
2
2
+15= | f3 | 2 c
2
1 R
2
2+2 sup
t
|{F2 | 23
L9=15 | f $1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
1+15= | f $3 |
2
 c
2
4R
2
2+10 | f $2 |
2

L10=10 | f $3 | 2 c
2
2 sup
t
|{w1 | 23 .
The inner product of (5.1) with utt leads to the estimate
= |utt | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+
d
dt
(ut , &2u)&|{ut | 22
+
d
dt
( f1(w1) u, ut)&(( f1(w1) u)t , ut)
+
d
dt
(F1wu2 , ut)&((F1wu2)t , ut)&
d
dt
(F2w, ut)&((F2w)t , ut)
= | f3 | |ut | 2 |utt | 2+= |F3 | |u2t | 2 |w| 2 |utt | 2 .
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This becomes
1
2
d
dt
|ut | 22+
d
dt
(ut , &2u)&|{ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w1) u, ut)
+
d
dt
(F1wu2 , ut)&
d
dt
(F2w, ut)
| f1 |  |ut | 22+| f $1 | |w1t | |u| 2 |ut | 2+| f1 | |w| 6 |u2t | 3 |ut | 2
+| f2 | ( |h1 | |w| 2+|h2 | |u| 2+|h1 |  |w2 | 2 |u| 2) |ut | 2
+|F2t |  |w| 2 |ut | 2+
=
2
| f3 | 2 |ut |
2
2+
=
2
| f $3 | 2 |u2t |
2
2 |w|
2
2 .
Then, from Young’s inequality, we obtain (5.16) by setting
L11=| f1 |+
| f $1 |
2
sup
t
|w1t | +
c1
2
| f1 |  R2
+
| f2 |
2
( |h1 |+|h2 | +|h1 | sup
t
|w2 | 2)+sup
t
|F2t |
2
+
=
2
| f3 | 2 ,
L12=
c1 | f1 |  R2
2
,
L13=
| f2 |
2
|h1 | (1+sup
t
|w2 | 2),
L14=
1
2
| f $1 | sup
t
|w1t |+
| f2 |
2
( |h2 |+|h1 | sup
t
|w2 |2). K
Proposition 5.1. There exists a nonnegative constant =3 such that, for
==3 , there exists a continuous function L(t), independent of =, such that
|(u, ut , - = ut , w)|E0L(t) |(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)| E0 ,
where (u, ut , w) is the solution of (5.1), (5.2).
The result has already been obtained for the fourth component in
Lemma 5.1. For the components (u, ut , - = ut), the results follow from
Lemma 5.2.
If we sum 2(5.15) and (5.16), we have
If ==3=Min \=$2 , 1- 20 | f3 | 2+2L10+
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we multiply (5.15) by 2 and add the result to (5.16) to obtain
d
dt
11L11 |ut | 22+(L12+2L8) |w|
2
6+2L9 |{w|
2
2
+L13 |w| 22+L14 |u|
2
2+2L7 |{u|
2
2 , (5.17)
with
11=2= |{ut | 22+2 |2u|
2
2+
1
2 |ut |
2
2 (ut , &2u)+( f1(w1) u, ut)
+(F1wu2 , wt)+(F2w, &ut).
We observe that
|(ut , &2u)| 14 |ut |
2
2+|2u|
2
2
|( f1(w1) u, ut)| 92 | f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2+
1
18 |ut |
2
2 |(F1wu2 , ut)|
 92 | f1 |
2
 |u2 |
2
 |w|
2
2+
1
18 |ut |
2
2 |(F2w, &ut)|
 92 | f2 | |w|
2
2+
1
18 |ut |
2
2 .
Then,
112= |{ut | 22+3 |2u|
2
2+
11
12 |ut |
2
2+
9
2 | f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2
+ 92 ( | f1 |
2
 c
2
4R
2
1+| f2 |
2
) |w|
2
2 , (5.18)
and
2= |{ut | 22+|2u|
2
2+
1
12 |ut |
2
2&
9
2 | f1 |
2
 |u|
2
2
& 92 ( | f1 |
2
 c
2
4R
2
1+| f2 |
2
) |w|
2
211 . (5.19)
It follows from (5.17) and (5.18) that
d
dt
1112L11 \11+92 | f1 | 2 |u| 22+
9
2
( | f1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
1+| f2 |
2
) |w|
2
2+
+(L12+2L8) |w| 26+2L9 |{w|
2
2+L13 |w|
2
2+L14 |u|
2
2+2L7 |{u|
2
2 .
Hence,
11(t)11(0) e12L11 t+|
t
0
e12L11(t&s)((L12+2L8)|w| 26+2L9 |{w|
2
2
+L15 |w| 22+L16 |u|
2
2+2L7 |{u|
2
2)(s) ds (5.20)
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with
L15= 92 ( | f1 |
2
 c
2
4 R
2
1+| f2 |
2
)+L13
L16= 92 | f1 |
2
+L14 .
Using the estimate (5.3)(5.5), there exists a continuous function L3 ,
independent of =, such that
11(t)11(0) e12L11t+|
t
0
e12L11(t&s)L3(s) ds.
Again using (5.18), (5.19), it is clear that
= |{ut(t)| 22+|2u(t)|
2
2+|ut(t)|
2
2
L4(t)(&u0 &22n+|v0 |
2
2+= &v0 &
2
1+&w0&
2
1), (5.21)
with L4 a continuous function, independent of =. From (5.4)(5.6),
Proposition 5.1 is established. K
6. ASYMPTOTIC COMPACTNESS PROPERTY FOR
THE DIFFERENCE OF TWO TRAJECTORIES
The goal of this section is to guarantee the asymptotic compactness on
(u, ut , w), the solution of (3.12), (3.13).
We recall that (u, ut , w) is the sum of (u1, u1t , w
1), the solution of
=u1tt+u
1
t &2u
1+au1=&=f3(w1) u1t &=F3w
1u2t&F1 w1u2+F2w1 (6.1)
w1t +h1(u1) w
1=0 (6.2)
u1|t=0=u0 u
1
t | t=0=v0 w
1
|t=0=w0 (6.3)
and (u2, u2t , w
2), the solution of
=u2tt+u
2
t &2u
2+ f1(w1) u&au1
=&=f3(w1) u2t &=F3 w
2u2t&F1 w2u2+F2w2 (6.4)
w2t +h1(u1) w
2=H2u&H1 uw2 (6.5)
u2|t=0=0 u
2
t | t=0=0 w
2
|t=0=0. (6.6)
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Lemma 6.1. If ==3 , we have
|w1(t)| 2e&bt |w0 | 2 (6.7)
|w1(t)| 6c2e&bt &w0&1 (6.8)
&w1(t)&1d1(t) &w0 &1 , (6.9)
where
d1(t)=(2e&bt+|h$1 | c1 c2R0 te&bt).
Proof. First, one has
|w1(t)|pe&bt |w0 | p p=2, p=6.
Namely, setting p=6, with (2.7), we obtain (6.8). The gradient of w1
satisfies
{w1t +h1(u1) {w
1=&h$1(u1) {u1w1.
As h1( } )b, an estimate with L2(0) norm gives
|{w1(t)| 2e&bt |{w0 | 2+|
t
0
e&b(t&s)( |h$1 |  |{u1 | 3 |w1| 6)(s) ds.
It then follows that
|{w1(t)| 2e&bt |{w0 | 2+|h$1 | c1c2R0 te&bt &w0&1 . (6.10)
The sum of (6.7) and (6.10) ensures that
&w1(t)&1(2e&bt+|h$1 | c1 c2R0 te&bt) &w0&1 .
We define
d1(t)=2e&bt+|h$1 | c1c2 R0 te&bt,
and observe that limt   d1(t)=0. This ends the proof of Lemma 6.1. K
Lemma 6.2. There exists a function d2(t) uniform with respect to = func-
tion of time, tending to zero when t goes to infinity, so that
= |u1t (t)|
2
2+&u
1(t)&21d2(t)( |v0 |
2
2+&u0&
2
1+&w0&
2
1). (6.11)
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Proof. Forming the inner product of (6.1) with u1 we obtain
=
d
dt
(u1t , u
1)&= |u1t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|u1| 22+|{u
1| 22+a |u
1| 22
= | f3 | |u1t | 2 |u
1| 2+= |F3 | |u2t | 3 |w1| 6 |u1|2
+|F1 | |u2 | 3 |w1|6 |u1| 2+|F2 | 3 |w1| 6 |u1| 2 . (6.12)
The inner product of (6.1) with u1t yields
=
2
d
dt
|u1t |
2
2+|u
1
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22+
a
2
d
dt
|u1| 22
= | f3 | |u1t |
2
2+= |F3 |  |u2t | 3 |w
1| 6 |u1t | 2
+|F1 | |u2 | 3 |w1| 6 |u1t | 2+|F2 | 3 |w
1| 6 |u1t | 2 . (6.13)
Estimating, we obtain
=
d
dt
(u1t , u
1)&= |u1t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|u1| 22+|{u
1| 22+
a
2
|u1| 22
=2
2
a
| f3 | 2 |u
1
t |
2
2+D1 |w
1| 26 , (6.14)
where
D1=
2
a
(=c21 | f3 |
2
 R
2
1+| f1 |
2
 c
2
1R
2
0+sup
t
|F2 | 23).
(6.15)
=
d
dt
|u1t |
2
2+\12&= | f3 |+ |u1t | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22+
a
2
d
dt
|u1| 22aD1 |w
1| 26 .
We sum (6.14) and (6.15) and obtain
d
dt
1(t)+|{u1| 22+
a
2
|u1| 22+\12&=&= | f3 |+ |u1t | 22
(1+a) D1 |w1| 26 (6.16)
with
1==(u1t , u
1)+
a+1
2
|u1| 22+
=
2
|u1t |
2
2+
1
2
|{u1| 22 .
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Because = 12 , the following norm equivalence holds:
=
2
|u1t |
2
2+
1
2
|{u1| 22+
2a+1
4
|u1| 22
1
3=
2
|u1t |
2
2+
1
2
|{u1| 22+
2a+3
4
|u1| 22 . (6.17)
For
==$3=Min \=3 , 14+ ,
we refer to (6.16) and (6.17) to observe that
d
dt
1(t)+k1(t)(1+a) D1 |w1(t)| 26 , (6.18)
where
k=Min \23, 1&
1
1+ 23a+>0.
Using (6.17) and (6.18), we have
=
2
|u1t (t)|
2
2+
1
2
|{u1(t)| 22+
2a+1
4
|u1(t)| 22
\3=2 |v0 | 22+
1
2
|{u0 | 22+
2a+3
4
|u0 | 22 + e&kt
+|
t
0
e&k(t&s)(1+a) D1c22e
&2bs ds &w0&21 . (6.19)
This leads to
= |u1t (t)|
2
2+
1
2
&u1(t)&21Max \3, 2a+32 + ( |v0 | 22+&u0 &21) e&kt
+2(1+a) D1c22
e&2bt&e&kt
k&2b
&w0&21 .
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Using (6.11), we can let
d2(t)=Max \Max(6, 2a+3) e&kt, 2(1+a) D1c22 e
&2bt&e&kt
k&2b + ,
and complete the proof of Lemma 6.2. K
Lemma 6.3. v There exist constants D2 , D3 , and D4 , which are inde-
pendent of = such that
=
2
d
dt
|{u1t |
2
2+\12&=D2+ |{u1t | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|2u1| 22+
a
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22
D3 |u1t |
2
2+D4 &w
1&21 . (6.20)
v There exists constants D5 and D6 , which are independent of = such
that
1
2
d
dt
|u1t |
2
2+
d
dt
(&2u1, u1t )+
d
dt
(au1, u1t )+
d
dt
(F1w1u2 , u1t )
+
d
dt
(F2w1, u1t )&|{u
1
t |
2
2&\a+54+ |u1t | 22

=
2
| f3 | 2 |u
1
t |
2
2+D5 |w
1| 22+D6 |W
1| 26 . (6.21)
v There exists a constant D7 , independent of =, such that
=
d
dt
(u1t , &2u
1)&= |{u1t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22+
1
2
|2u1| 22+a |{u
1| 22
=2 | f3 | 2 |u
1
t |
2
2+D7 |w
1| 26 . (6.22)
Proof. Forming the inner product of (6.1) with &2u1t , we have
=
2
d
dt
|{u1t |
2
2+|{u
1
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u1| 22+
a
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22
= | f3 |  |{u1t |
2
2+= | f $3 |  |{w1 | 3 |u
1
t | 6 |{u
1
t | 2
+= |{F3 | 3 |u2t |  |w1| 6 |{u1t | 2
+= |F3 | |{u2t | 3 |w1| 6 |{u1t | 2+= |F3 | |u2t |  |{w
1| 2 |{u1t | 2
+|{F1 | 3 |u2 | |w1| 6 |{u1t | 2+|F1 | |{u2 | 3 |w
1| 6 |{u1t | 2
+|F1 | |u2 | |{w1| 2 |{u1t | 2+|{F2 | 3 |w
1| 6 |{u1t | 2
+|F2 | |{w1| 2 |{u1t | 2 , (6.23)
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where
D2=| f3 |+ 32c1c2 | f $3 | sup
t
&w1&1 ,
D3= 12 c1c2 | f $3 |  sup
t
&w1&1 ,
D4=4= sup
t
|{F3 | 23 c
2
2c
2
4 R
2
2+4= | f3 | (c
2
1 c
2
2+c
2
4) R
2
2
+sup
t
|{F1 | 23 c
2
4c
2
2R
2
1+| f1 |
2
 (c
2
1c
2
2+c
2
4) R
2
1+c
2
2 sup
t
|{F2 | 23+| f2 |
2

and the estimate (6.20) follows.
From the inner product of (6.1) with u1tt , we obtain
= |u1tt |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|u1t |
2
2+
d
dt
(&2u1, u1t )&|{u
1
t |
2
2+
d
dt
(au1, u1t )&a |u
1
t |
2
2
+
d
dt
(F1w1u2 , u1t )+
d
dt
(F2 w1, u1t )
= | f3 |  |u1t | 2 |u
1
tt | 2+= |F3 |  |u2t | 3 |w
1| 6 |u1tt | 2
+|(F1w1u2)t | 2 |u1t | 2+|(F2w1)t | 2 |u
1
t | 2 . (6.24)
Setting
D5=sup
t
|F1t | 2 c
2
4R
2
1+| f1 |
2
 |h1 |
2
 c
2
4R
2
1+sup
t
|F2t | 2+| f2 |
2
 |h1 |
D6=| f $1 | 2 c
2
1R
2
2+
1
2 | f $3 |
2
 c
2
1 R
2
1 ,
estimate (6.21) is established.
The inner product of (6.1) with &2u1 yields
=
d
dt
(u1t , &2u
1)&= |{u1t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u1| 22+|2u
1| 22+a |{u
1| 22
= | f3 |  |u1t | 2 |2u
1| 2+= |F3 | |w1| 6 |u2t | 3 |2u1| 2
+|F1 |  |w1| 6 |u2 | 3 |2u1| 2+|F2 | 3 |w1| 6 |2u1| 2 . (6.25)
Then, estimate (6.22) is obtained with
D7=(| f $1 | c1R0+- = | f $3 | c1 R1+sup
t
|F2 | 3)2.
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.3. K
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Proposition 6.1. There exists =4 such that, for all ==4 , there exists a
continuous function d(t) with limt   d(t)=0, which is independent of =, such
that
|u1(t), u1t (t), - = u1t (t), w1(t)|E0d(t) |u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0 |E0 . (6.26)
Proof. In the same manner as we did for absorbing sets in E0 , we sum
estimates (6.20) with (6.21), (6.22) and (6.15) multiplied by :, ;, #, respec-
tively, to produce
d
dt
11+\12&=D2&:&;=+ |{u1t | 22+
;
2
|2u1| 22+;a |{u
1| 22
+\# \12&= | f3 | +&: \
5
4
+a+&D3+ |u1t | 22
D4 &w1&21+:D5 |w
1| 22
+(:D6+;D7+#aD1) |w1| 26 \\:2+;=+ | f3 | 2+ = |u1t | 22 , (6.27)
with
11=
=
2
|{u1t |
2
2+
1
2
|2u1| 22+\a2
;
2
#
2+ |{u1| 22+\:+
#=
2 + |u1t | 22+
#a
2
|u1| 22
+:(&2u1, u1t )+:a(u
1, u1t )+:(F1w
1u2 , u1t )
+:(F2 w1, u1t )+;=(u
1
t , &2u
1).
The following inequalities were used to choose ::
: |(&2u1, u1t )|
:
8
|u1t |
2
2+2: |2u
1| 22
:a |(u1, u1t )|
:
8
|u1t |
2
2+2:a
2 |u1| 22
: |(F1w1u2 , u1t )|
:
8
|u1t |
2
2 2: |F1w
1u2 | 22
: |(F2w1, u1t )|
:
8
|u1t |
2
2+2: |F2w
1| 22 .
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Furthermore, we have
;= |(u1t , &2u
1)|
=
4
|{u1t |
2
2+;
2= |{u1| 22 .
The parameter : satisfies : 18 so that
11
3
4
= |{u1t |
2
2+
3
4
|2u1| 22+\:+;+#2 +;2=+ |{u1| 22+\
3
2
:+
#=
2 + |u1t | 22
+2: |F1w1u2 | 22+2: |F2w
1| 22+2:a
2 |u1| 22 , (6.28)
and
1
4
= |{u1t |
2
2+
1
4
|2u1| 22+\:+;+#2 &;2=+ |{u1| 22+\
1
2
:+
#=
2 + |u1t | 22
&2: |F1w1u2 | 22&2: | f2w
1| 22&2:a
2 |u1| 2211 . (6.29)
We can choose := 18 since, with
==4=Min \=$3 , 18D2 ,
1
8;
,
1
4
| f3 | + ,
and
#=4+ 18 (5+4a)+4D3 ,
we have, from (6.27),
d
dt
11+
1
8
|{u1t |
2
2+
;
2
|2u1| 22+;a |{u
1| 22+|u
1
t |
2
2
D4 &w1&21+:D5 |w
1| 22+(:D6+;D7+#aD1) |w
1| 26
+\\:2+;=+ | f3 | 2+ = |u1t | 22 . (6.30)
By virtue of (6.28), (6.30) implies that
d
dt
11+k11k1(2: |F1 w1u2 | 22+2: |F2w
1| 22+2:a
2 |u1| 22)
+D4 &w1&21+:D5 |w1| 22+(:D6+;D7+#aD1) |w1| 26
+\\:2+;=+ | f3 | 2+ = |u1t | 22 , (6.31)
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with
k1=Min \23 ;,
:+;+#
2
+;2=,
1
32:+ .
We choose
;=
1
:
,
and because #4
k1= 23 ;=4,
it follows from (6.31) that
11(t)e&4t11(0)+
16
3 |
t
0
e&4(t&s)(: |F1w1u2 | 22+: |F2 w
1| 22+:a
2 |u1| 22)(s) ds
+|
t
0
e&4(t&s) \D4 &w1&21+:D5 |w1| 22+(:D6+;D7+#aD1) |w1| 26
+\\:2+;=+ | f3 | 2+ = |u1t | 22+ (s) ds.
From (6.28) and (6.29), we have
1
4
= |{u1t (t)|
2
2+
1
4
|2u1(t)| 22+
a+#
2
|{u1(t)| 22+
:
2
|u1t (t)|
2
2
e&4t \34 = |{v0 | 22+
3
4
|2u0 | 22
+\:+;+#2 +;2=4+ |{u0 | 22+\
3
2
:+
#=
2 + |v0 | 22+
+e&4t(2: | f1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
1 |w0 |
2
2+2: | f2 |
2
 |w0 |
2
2+2:a |u0 |
2
2)
+(2: | f1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
1+2: | f2 |
2
) |w
1(t)| 22+2:a |u
1(t)| 22
+8: |
t
0
e&4(t&s)(( | f1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
1+| f2 |
2
) |w
1(s)| 22+a |u
1(s)| 22) ds
+|
t
0
e&4(t&s)(D4 &w1&21+:D5 |w1| 22
+(:D6+;D7+#aD1) |w1| 26)(s) ds
+|
t
0
e&4(t&s) \\\:2+;=+ | f3 | 2+ = |u1t | 22+ (s) ds. (6.32)
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We observe that, for any *>0, *{4;,
|
t
0
e&4(t&s)e&*s ds=
e&*t&e&4t
4&*
,
|
t
0
e&4(t&s)se&*s ds=
e&*t
4&*
&
e&*t&e&4t
(4&*)2
,
and
lim
t  +
e&*t&e&4t
4&*
=0, (6.33)
lim
t  +
e&*t
4&*
&
e&*t&e&4t
(4&*)2
=0. (6.34)
We recall that
|w1(t)| 2e&bt |w0 | 2 ,
|w1(t)| 6c2e&bt &w0&1 ,
&w1(t)&1d1(t) &w0 &1 ,
with
d1(t)=(2e&bt+|h$1 | c1 c2R0 te&bt).
Furthermore
= |u1t (t)|
2
2+&u
1(t)&21d2(t)( |v0 |
2
2+&u0&
2
1+&w0&
2
1),
with
d2(t)=Max \Max(6, 2a+3) e&kt, 2(1+a) D1c22 e
&2bt&e&kt
k&2b + .
Then, according to (6.33), (6.34), and the definitions of d1 and d2 , we have
lim
t   |
t
0
e&4(t&s)d1(s) ds=0, lim
t   |
t
0
e&4(t&s)d2(s) ds=0.
Hence, the inequality (6.32) leads to
|(u1(t), u1t (t), - = u1t (t), w1(t))|E0d(t) |(u0 , v0 , - =v0 , w0)| E0
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with
lim
t  +
d(t)=0.
This establishes estimate (6.26). K
Lemma 6.4. v There exists a nonnegative constant }1 , independent of =
such that
|w2(t)| 2p|w0 |
2
p+}1 |
t
0
|u(s)| 2p ds. (6.35)
v There exists nonnegative constants }2 , }3 , and }4 , independent of =
such that
|{w2(t)| 22|{w0 |
2
2+|
t
0
}2L1(s)+6(}3c22+}4) e
L5s ds
_(= |v0 | 22+&u0&
2
1+|w0 |
2
2). (6.36)
v There exists nonnegative constants }5 , }6 , and }7 , independent of =
such that
|d 2w2(t)| 22|D
2w0 | 22+
1
4b |
t
0
(}5 |w2| 26+}6 |{w
2| 22+}7 &u&22, n)(s) ds. (6.37)
v Hence, there exists L5 , a continuous function which is independent of
= such that
&w2(t)&22L5(t)(&u0&
2
2, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
2). (6.38)
Proof. We multiply (6.5) by w2:
1
2
d
dt
|w2|2+a |w2| 2|h2 |  |u| |w2|+|h1 |  |w2 | |u| |w2|.
It follows that
d
dt
|w2| 2}1 |u| 2,
with
}1=|h2 | 2+|h2 |
2
 sup
t
|w2 | 2 .
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So, by integration with respect to t, we have
|w1(t)| 2|w0 | 2+}1 |
t
0
|u(s)| 2 ds.
Estimating this quantity in the L p2(0) norm, we obtain (6.35). We have to
do the same for {w2. The differential equation satisfied by {w2 is the
following:
{w2t +h1(u1) {w
2=&h$1(u1) {u1w2+{H2u+H2{u&{H1uw2
&H1{uw2&H1 u{w2 . (6.39)
If we multiply (6.39) by {w2, we have
1
2
d
dt
|{w2 | 2+b |{w2| 2|h$1(u1) {u1w2| |{w2|+|{H2 u| |{w2|
+|H2{u| |{w2|+|{H1 uw2 | |{w2|
+|H1{uw2 | |{w2|+|H1 u{w2 | |{w2|.
From Young’s inequality, we obtain
d
dt
|{w2 | 2
3
b
|h$1(u1) {u1w2|2+
3
b
|{H2u| 2+
3
b
|H2{u| 2+
3
b
|{H1uw2 | 2
+
3
b
|H1{uw2 |2+3 |H1 u{w2 | 2.
After integration with respect to t, an estimate in the L1(0) norm yields
|{w2(t)| 22|{w0 |
2
2+}2 |
t
0
|w2(s)| 26 ds+}3 |
t
0
|u(s)| 26 ds+}4 |
t
0
|{u(s)| 22 ds,
where
}2=
3
b
|h$1 | 2 c
2
1R
2
1
}3=
3
b
sup
t
|{H2 | 23+
3
b
sup
t
|{H1 | 23 sup
t
|w2| 2+
3
b
|h1 | 2 sup
t
|{w2 | 23
}4=
3
b
|h2 | 2+
3
b
|h1 | 2 sup
t
|w2 | 2 .
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From the Lipschitz estimate and estimate (6.35), we obtain (6.36). We do
the same for D2w2 where D2=D! D‘ is any second order spatial differential
operator. D2w2 satisfies the ordinary differential equation:
D2w2t +h1(u1) D
2w2=D2(H2u+H1uw2)&D2h1(u1) w2
&D!h1(u1) D‘w2&D‘h1(u1) D! w2. (6.40)
We take the inner product of (6.40) with D2w2 and apply Young’s
inequality to obtain
d
dt
|D2w2| 22
1
4b
|D2(H2u+H1 uw2)&D2h1(u1) w2
&D!h1(u1) D‘w2&D‘h1(u1) D! w2| 22 .
Then, after an integration with respect to t, we obtain (6.37), where
}5=8(|h"1 | c21R
2
1+|h$1 |  c6R2)
2
}6=8 |h$1 | 2 c
2
4R
2
2+8 |h$1 |
2
 c
2
4R
2
2
}7=8c24 sup
t
|D2H2 | 22+8c
2
2 sup
t
|{H2 | 23+8c
2
7 |h2 |
2

+c24 sup
t
|D2H1 | 22 sup
t
|w2 | 2+32c
2
2 sup
t
|{H1 | 23 sup
t
|w2 | 2 .
Estimate (6.38) follows from Lipschitz estimates and estimates (6.35)
(6.37). This ends the proof of Lemma 6.4. K
We want to obtain similar estimates on u, ut , and - = ut in H 3n(0),
H1(0), and H 2n(0), respectively.
We let
G=F3 - = u2t w2 H=(F1 u2+F2) w2+au1+ f1(w1) u.
Equation (6.4) becomes
=u2tt+u
2
t &2u
2=&=f3(w1) u2t +- = G+H. (6.41)
In order to simplify notation, we begin by estimating G and H for different
norms.
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Lemma 6.5. v There exists a continuous function L6(t) independent of =
such that
|G(t)|2L6(t) - &u0&21+= |v0 | 22+|w0 | 22 .
v There exists a continuous function L7(t) independent of = such that
|{G(t)|2L7(t) - &u0&21+= |v1 | 22+&w0&21 .
v There exists a continuous function L8(t) independent of = such that
|2G(t)| 2L8(t) - &u0&22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0&22 .
v There exists a continuous function L9(t) independent of = such that
|H(t)|2L9(t) - &u0&21+= |v0 | 22+|w0 | 22 .
v There exists a continuous function L10(t) independent of = such that
|{H(t)|2L10(t) - &u0 &21+= |v0 | 22+&w0&21 .
v There exists a continuous function L11(t) independent of = such that
|2H(t)|2L11(t) - &u0 &22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0&22 .
v There exists a continuous function L12(t) independent of = such that
|Ht | 2L12(t) - &u0&22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0&22 .
Proof. These estimates follow from the Lipschitz estimates, the estimates
on (u1, u1t , - = u1t , w1) in E0 , and the estimates on (u2, u2t , - = u2t , w2)
which have already been established.
|G(t)|2| f $3 | c4R2 |w2(t)| 2L6(t) - &u0 &21+= |v0 | 22+|w0 | 22 ,
with a continuous function L6(t) independent of =.
|{G(t)| 2|{F3 | 3 c4R2 |w2(t)|6+| f $3 | c1R2 |w2(t)| 6
+| f $3 |  c4 R2 |{w2(t)| 2
L7(t) - &u0 &21+= |v0 | 22+&w0&21 ,
where L7(t) is a continuous function independent of =.
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Due to (6.38), we have
|2G(t)| 2|2F3 |2 c4 R2 |w2(t)|+| f $3 | R2 |w2(t)| 
+| f $3 | c4 R2 |2w2(t)| 2+2 |{F3 | 3 c2 R2 |w2(t)|
+2|{F3 | 3 c4 R2 |{w2(t)| 6+2 | f $3 |  c1R2 |{w2(t)| 6
c7R2( | f3 |+|{F3 | 3+|2F3 |2) &w2(t)&2
L8(t) - &u0&22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0 &22 .
Because L5 is independent of =, L8 is also.
We obtain this type of inequality for H:
|H(t)|2( | f $1 | c4R1+| f $2 |) |w2(t)| 2+a |u1(t)| 2+| f1 | |u(t)| 2
L9(t) - &u0 &21+= |v0 | 22+|w0 | 22
|{H(t)|2( |{F1 | 3 c4 R1+| f $1 | c1R1+|{F2 | 3) |w2(t)| 2
+( | f $1 |  c4 R1+| f $2 |) |{w2(t)| 2+a |{u1(t)| 2
+(c2 | f "1 | |{w1| 3+| f1 |) &u1(t)&1
L10(t) - &u0&21+= |v0 | 22+&w0&21 .
Because in a three dimensional space H2(0) is an algebra, we have
|2H(t)| 2 &H(t)&2, n
(| f $1 | R1+c4 | f $2 |) &w2&2+a &u1&2, n &w2&2+| f1 | &u&2, n .
Thus,
|2H(t)|2L11(t) - &u0 &22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0&22 .
Finally,
|Ht(t)| 2|F1t | c4R1 |w2(t)|2+| f $1 | c1R2 |w2(t)| 6
+(| f $1 | c4 R1+| f $2 |)( |h1 | |w2(t)| 2
+|h2 | |u(t)| 2+|h1 |  |w2 | |u(t)| 2)
+|F2t | |w2(t)| 2+a |u1t | 2+| f1 |  |ut(t)| 2+| f $1 | |w1t | |u(t)| 2 .
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Then,
|Ht(t)| 2( |F1t | c4 R1+(| f $1 | c4R1+| f $2 | ) |h1 | +|F2t |) |w2(t)|2
+| f $1 | c1R2 |w2(t)| 6+| f "1 | |w1t | |u(t)| 2
+a |u1t (t)| 2+| f1 |  |ut(t)| 2
L12(t) - &u0 &22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22+&w0&22 ,
where L9 , L10 , L11 , and L12 are continuous functions of time, independent
of =. K
We can proceed to energy estimates for u2, u2t .
Lemma 6.6. There exists =$4 such that, for all ==$4 , there exists a
continuous function h1(t), independent of =, such that
&u2(t)&21+= |u
2
t (t)|
2
2h1(t)(&u0 &
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+|w0 |
2
2). (6.42)
Proof. The inner product of (6.41) with u2 leads to
=
d
dt
(u2t , u
2)&= |u2t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|u2| 22+|{u
2| 22
= | f3 |  |u2t | 2 |u
2| 2+- = |G| 2 |u2| 2+|H| 2 |u2| 2

=
2
| f3 | 2 |u
2
t |
2
2+
=
2
|G| 22+
1
2
|H| 22+= |u
2| 22+|u
2| 22 . (6.43)
The following estimate is obtained by the inner product of (6.41) with u2t :
=
2
d
dt
|u2t |
2
2+|u
2
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u2| 22
= | f3 | |u2t |
2
2+- = |G| 2 |u2t | 2+|H| 2 |u2t | 2
= | f3 | |u2t |
2
2+
=
2
|G| 22+
=
2
|u2t |
2
2+
1
2
|H| 22+|u
2| 22 .
We multiply by 2, this becomes
=
d
dt
|u2t |
2
2+(1&2= | f3 | &=) |u
2
t |
2
2
d
dt
|{u2| 22= |G|
2
2+|H|
2
2 . (6.44)
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We sum (6.43) and (6.44) to obtain
d
dt
1+\1&2= | f3 |&2=&=2 | f3 | 2+ |u2t | 22
\12+=+ |u2| 22+
3
2
= |G| 22+
3
2
|H| 22 , (6.45)
where
1==(u2t , u
2)+ 12 |u
2| 22+= |u
2
t |
2
2+|{u
2| 22 .
We observe that
= |(u2t , u
2)|
=
2
|u2t |
2
2+
=
2
|u2| 22 .
Then, as = 12 , we have
1
4
|u2| 22+
1
2
= |u2t |
2
2+|{u
2| 221
3
4
|u2| 22+
3
2
= |u2t |
2
2+|{u
2| 22 . (6.46)
For = satisfying
==$4=Min(=4 , (2 | f3 |+2+ 12 | f3 |
2
)
&1),
estimates (6.45) and (6.46) imply that
d
dt
11+
3
2
= |G| 22+
3
2
|H| 22 .
It follows that
1(t)1(0) et+
3
2 |
t
0
et&s(= |G(s)| 22+|H(s)|
2
2) ds.
Using again (6.46) and the estimates on G, H, we have
&u2(t)&21+= |u
2
t (t)|
2
2
6et(&u0&21+= |v0 |
2
2)+
3
2 |
t
0
et&s=L26(s)
+L29(s) ds(&u0 &
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+|w0 |
2
2).
Then, there exists h1 such that (6.42) holds. K
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Lemma 6.7. There exists a nonnegative constant ="4 such that, for all
=="4 , there exists a continuous function h2(t), independent of =, such that
&u(t)&22, n+|u
2
t (t)|
2
2+= |{u
2
t (t)|
2
2h2(t)(&u0&
2
2, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2). (6.47)
Proof. Taking the inner product of (6.41) with &2u2t , we obtain
=
2
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+|{u
2
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2u22 |
2
= |{( f3(w1) u2t )| |{u
2
t | 2+- = |{G| 2 |{u2t | 2+|{H| 2 |{u2t | 2 .
From Young’s inequality, this becomes
=
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+(1&=&2= | f3 | &=}8) |{u
2
t |
2
2+
d
dt
|2u2| 22
=}8 |u2t |
2
2+|{G|
2
2+|{H|
2
2 , (6.48)
where
}8=c22 | f $3 |
2
 sup
t
|{w1 | 23 .
For all
=="4=Min(=$4 , 12 (1+2 | f3 |+}8)
&1),
estimate (6.48) becomes
=
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+
1
2
|{u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
|2u2| 22
(}8h1( } )+L27( } )+L
2
10( } ))(&u0 &
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1). (6.49)
Forming the inner product of (6.41) with utt , we have
= |u2tt |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
(&2u2, u2t )&|{u
2
t |
2
2
= | f3 | |u2t | 2 |u
2
tt | 2+- = |G| 2 |u2tt | 2+
d
dt
(H, u2t )&(Ht , u
2
t ).
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Applying Young’s inequality, we obtain
1
2
d
dt
|u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
(&2u2, u2t )+
d
dt
(H, u2t )&|{u
2
t |
2
2

=
2
| f3 | 2 |u
2
t |
2
2+
1
2
|G| 22
\12 | f3 | 2 h1( } )+
1
2
L26( } )+ (&u0&21+= |v0 | 22+&w0&21). (6.50)
We sum 2(6.49) and (6.50) to obtain
d
dt
11\2}8h1( } )+L27( } )+2L210( } )+12 | f3 | 2 h1( } )+
1
2
LT6 ( } )+
_(&u0&21+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1), (6.51)
where
11=2= |{u2t |
2
2+2 |2u
2| 22+
1
2 |u
2
t |
2
2+(&2u
2, u2t )+(H, u
2
1).
The following inequalities help us to estimate 11 :
|(&2u2, u2t )||2u
2| 22+
1
4 |u
2
t |
2
2
|(H, u2t )|
1
8 |u
2
t |
2
2+2|H|
2
2 .
Then,
2= |{u2t |
2
2+|2u
2| 22+
1
8
|u2t |
2
2&2L
2
9( } )(&u0&
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0 &
2
1)11 (6.52)
112= |{u2t |
2
2+3 |2u
2| 22+
7
8 |u
2
t |
2
2+2L
2
9( } )(&u0&
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1). (6.53)
If we integrate (6.51), we have
11(t)11(0)+|
t
0
2}8h1(s)+L27(s)+2L
2
10(s)+
1
2 | f3 |
2
 h1(s)
+ 12L
2
6(s) ds (&u0&
2
1+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1).
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Inequalities (6.52) and (6.53) combine the equation above to produce
2= |{u2t (t)|
2
2+|2u
2(t)| 22+
1
8 |u
2
t (t)|
2
2
2= |{v0 | 22+3 |2u0 |
2
2+
7
8 |v0 |
2
2+2(L
2
9(t)+L9(0)
2)
_(&u0&21+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1)
+|
t
0 \2}8 h1(s)+L27(s)+2L210(s)+ 12 | f3 | 2 h1(s)+ 12L26(s)+
_(&u0&21+= |v0 |
2
2+&w0&
2
1).
Then, using Lemma 6.6, there exists a continuous function h2(t), independent
of = such that (6.47) holds. This ends the proof of Lemma 6.7. K
Lemma 6.8. There exists a nonnegative constant =5 such that, for all
==5 , there exists a continuous function h5(t), independent of =, such that
= |2u2t (t)|
2
2+|{2u
2(t)| 22+|{u
2
t (t)|
2
2
h5(t)(&u0 &22, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2). (6.54)
Proof. The inner product of 2 (6.41) with 2u2t yields
=
2
d
dt
|2u2t |
2
2+|2u
2
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{2u2| 22
= |2( f3(w1) u2t )| 2 |2u
2
t | 2+- = |2G| 2 |2u2t | 2+|2H| 2 |2u2t | 2
= |u2t | |2( f3(w1))| 2 |2u
2
t | 2+= | f3 | |2u
2
t |
2
2
+2= | f $3 |  |{w1 |3 |{u2t | 6 |2u
2
t | 2
+
=
2
|2G| 22+
=
2
|2u2t |
2
2+|2H|
2
2+
1
4
|2u2t |
2
2 .
Then, we have
=
2
d
dt
|2u2t |
2
2+|2u
2
t |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{2u2| 22
=}9 &u2t &1 |2u2t | 2+=}9 |2u2t | 22
+
=
2
|2G| 22+
=
2
|2u2t |
2
2+|2H|
2
2+
1
4
|2u2t |
2
2 ,
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where
}9=c4 sup
t
|2( f3(w1))| 2+2c2 | f $3 |  sup
t
|{w1 | 3 .
Again applying Young’s inequality, we have
=
2
d
dt
|2u2t |
2
2+\34&
=
2
&2=}9+ |2u2t | 22+12
d
dt
|{2u2| 22

=
4
}9 &u2t &
2
1+
=
2
|2G| 22+|2H|
2
2
h3( } )(&u0 &22, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2), (6.55)
where h3(t) is a continuous function, independent of =. Here we have used
Lemmas 6.6 and 6.5 to let
h3(t)=
}9
4
h1(t)+
="4
2
L8(t)+L11(t).
The inner product of (6.41) with &2u2tt yields
= |{u2tt |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
(2u2, 2u2t )&|2u
2
t |
2
2
|{( f3(w1) u2t )| 2 |{u
2
tt | 2+- = |{G| 2 |{u2tt | 2
+
d
dt
(H, &2u2t )&(Ht , &2u
2
t ).
Then, from Young’s inequality, we have
1
2
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
(2u2, 2u2t )+
d
dt
({H, &{u2t )&|2u
2
t |
2
2
+
3
4
= | f $3 | 2 |{w1 |
2
6 c
2
2 &u2t &21+
3
4
= | f3 | 2 |{u
2
t |
2
2
+
3
4
= |{G| 22+|Ht |
2
2+
1
4
|2u2t |
2
2 .
This leads to
1
2
d
dt
|{u2t |
2
2+
d
dt
(2u2, 2u2t )+
d
dt
({H, &{u2t )&
5
4
|2u2t |
2
2
h4( } )(&u0 &22, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2), (6.56)
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with
h4(t)=( 34 c
2
2 | f $3 |
2
 sup
t
|{w1 | 26+
3
4 | f3 |
2
 ) h1(t)+
3
4="4L7(t)+L12(t).
We add 4(6.55) to (6.56) and we obtain
d
dt
12+\3&2=&8=}9&54+ |2u2t | 22
(4h3( } )+h4( } ))(&u0 &22, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2), (6.57)
with
12=2= |2u2t |
2
2+2 |{2u
2| 22+
1
2 |{u
2
t |
2
2&({2u
2, {u2t )&({H, {u
2
t ).
We choose = sufficiently small so that
==5=Min(="4 , 78 (1+4}9)
&1).
Then, integrating (6.57), we have
12(t)12(0)+|
t
0
4h3(s)+h4(s) ds(&u0 &22, n+|v0 | 22+= |{v0 | 22). (6.58)
We observe that
|({2u2, {u2t )||{2u
2| 22+
1
4 |{u
2
t |
2
2
|({H, {u2t )|2 |{H|
2
2+
1
8 |{u
2
t |
2
2 .
Therefore,
2= |2u2t |
2
2+|{2u
2| 22+
1
8 |{u
2
t |
2
2&2L
2
10(&u0&
2
2, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2)12 ,
122= |2u2t |
2
2+3 |{2u
2| 22+
7
8 |{u
2
t |
2
2+2L
2
10(&u0 &
2
2, n+|v0 |
2
2+= |{v0 |
2
2).
We refer to (6.58) to guarantee that h5 is a continuous function, independent
of = such that (6.54) holds and ends the proof of Lemma 6.8. K
Proposition 6.2. For all ==5 , there exist h( } ) a continuous function,
independent of =, such that
|u2(t), u2t (t), - = u2t (t), w2(t)|E1h(t) |u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0 |E0 .
Proof of Proposition 6.2. It follows from Lemmas 6.4, 6.7, and 6.8. K
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7. LOCAL CONVERGENCE FOR THE SINGULARLY
PERTURBED HODGKINHUXLEY SYSTEM
The goal of this section is to prove Proposition 3.6. We estimate, locally
in time the convergence for the E0 norm of trajectories for the singularly
perturbed HodgkinHuxley systems to the partially dissipative reaction
system.
We note
(u=(t), u=t(t), - = u=t(t), w=(t))=S =(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0),
which satisfies (2.2)(2.4).
The pair (u(t), w(t))=S(t)(u0 , w0) is the solution of (2.1). We set
U=u=&u, Ut=u=t&ut and W=w
=&w. These last satisfy
=Utt+Ut&2U+ f1(w=) U=F2W&F1Wu&=f3(w=) u=t&=utt (7.1)
and
Wt+h1(u=) W=H2 U&H1uW. (7.2)
We observe that
Ut=0=0 Utt=0=V0 Wt=0=0. (7.3)
Functions Fi and Hi are defined as follows:
Fi=|
1
0
f $i (w=+%(w&w=)) d% i=1, 2, 3
Hi=|
1
0
h$i (u=+%(u&=)) d% i=1, 2.
We let R0 be a real number such that
&u=(t)&21+= |u=t(t)| 22+|w(t)| 22R20 ,
and let R1 be the real number such that
|(u=(t), u=t(t), u
=
t(t), w(t))|E0R1 .
R2 is a real number such that
|(u=(t), u=t(t), u
=
t(t), w
=(t))|E1 R2
&u&2R2 ,
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and R3 and R4 are the real numbers such that
|{ut | 2R3
and
|utt | 22+&ut&
2
2R
2
4 .
Lemma 7.1. There exists a nonnegative constant =$5 such that, for all
==$5 , there exist nonnegative constants M2 and M4 , independent of = such
that
= |Ut(t)| 22+|{u(t)|
2
2+|U(t)|
2
2+|W(t)|
2
2= \3 |V0 | 22+20 M2M4 + eM4 t. (7.4)
Proof. The inner product of (7.1) with Ut leads to
=
2
d
dt
|Ut | 22+|Ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{U| 22
| f1 | |U| |Ut |+( | f2 |+| f1 | |u| ) |W | 2 |Ut | 2
+= | f3 |  |u=t | 2 |Ut | 2+= |utt | 2 |Ut | 2 .
This can be written as
=
2
d
dt
|Ut | 22+|Ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|{U| 22| f1 |
2
 |U|
2
2+M1 |W |
2
2+=M2 (7.5)
with
M1=(| f2 |+| f1 | c4R1)2
M2=| f3 | 2 R
2
0+R
2
4 .
From the inner product of (7.1) by U, we obtain
=
d
dt
(Ut , U)&= |Ut | 22+
1
1
d
dt
|U| 22+|{U|
2
2+a |U|
2
2
|F2+F1u| |W | 2 |U| 2+= | f3 | |u=t | 2 |U| 2+= |utt | 2 |U| 2 .
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From Young’s inequality, this becomes,
=
d
dt
(Ut , U)&= |Ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|U| 22+|{U|
2
2+\34 a&
=
2+ |U| 22

M1
a
|W | 22+=M2 . (7.6)
From the inner product of (7.2) by W, we have
1
2
d
dt
|W | 22+b |W |
2
2|h2 | |U| 2 |W | 2+|h1 | |u|  |W |
2
2 .
Then,
d
dt
|W | 22|h2 | |U|
2
2+M3 |W |
2
2 , (7.7)
with
M3=|h2 | 2+2 |h1 | c4 R1&2b.
Summing (7.5), 4(7.6), and (7.7), we obtain
d
dt
1+\12&
9=
2 + |Ut | 22M4( |W | 22+|U| 22)+=5M2 , (7.8)
with
1=
=
2
|Ut | 22+
1
2
|{U| 22+=(Ut , U)+2 |U|
2
2+|W |
2
2 ,
and with
M4=Max \M3+M1+4a M1 , | f1 | 2+|h2 |&3a+3=5+ .
Remark that the following norm equivalence holds:
=
4
|Ut | 22+
1
2
|{U| 22+|U|
2
2+|W |
2
2
1
3=
4
|Ut | 22+
1
2
|{U| 22+3 |U|
2
2+|W |
2
2 . (7.9)
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For ==$5=Min(=5 , 19), we refer to (7.9) to observe
1(t)1(0) eM4 t+=5
M2
M4
eM4 t.
Using this together with (7.9), we deduce (7.4) and end the proof of
Lemma 7.1. K
Lemma 7.2. For all ==$5 , there exist nonnegative constants M5 , M6 ,
and M8 , independent of = such that
|{W(t)| 22= Max(M5 , M6) \3 |V0 | 22+20 M2M4+
eM4 t&eM8 t
M4&M8
. (7.10)
Proof. We observe that {W satisfied the following equation:
{Wt+h1(u=) {W={H2 U+H2{U&{H1 uW&H1{uW
&H1u{W&h$1(u=) {u=W. (7.11)
The inner product of (7.4) with {W produces
1
2
d
dt
|{W | 22+b |{W |
2
2M5 &U&1 |{W | 2+M6 |W | |{W | 2+M7 |{W |
2
2 ,
with
M5=sup
t
|{H2 |+|h2 |
M6=sup
t
|{H|  c4R1+|h1 |  c4R2+|h$1 | c4R2
M7=|h1 | c4R1 .
Then, using Young’s inequality, we have
d
dt
|{W | 22M8 |{W |
2
2+Max(M5 , M6)(&U&
2
1+|W |
2
2),
with
M8=M7+
M5+M6
4
.
Inequality (7.10) follows by virtue of (7.4). K
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Lemma 7.3. v There exist nonnegative constants M9 , M10 , M11 , and
M12 , independent of =, such that
=
d
dt
|{Ut | 22+(1&=) |{Ut |
2
2+
d
dt
|2U| 22+2=
d
dt
(ut , &2Ut)
4M 29 &U&
2
1+4M
2
10 |W |
2
2+4M
2
11 |{W |
2
2+4M
2
12 =. (7.12)
v There exist nonnegative constants M13 and M14 , independent of =,
such that
d
dt \
1
2
|Ut | 22+(&2U, Ut)+( f1(w
=) U, Ut)+((F1u&F2) W, Ut)+
\ | f1 |+M132 +
M14
2 + |Ut | 22+|{Ut | 22
+
M13
2
|Wt | 22+
M14
2
|W | 22 . (7.13)
v If M1 and M2 are the nonnegative constants defined above, then inde-
pendent of =, already introduced, we have:
=
d
dt
(Ut , &2U)&= |{Ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{U| 22+\12&
=
2+ |2U| 22
| f1 | 2 |U|
2
2+M1 |W |
2
2+=M2 . (7.14)
Proof. The inner product of (7.1) by &2Ut gives
=
2
d
dt
|{Ut | 22+|{Ut |
2
2+
1
2
d
dt
|2U| 22
Q |{Ut | 22+=
d
dt
(ut , &2Ut)+= |{ut | 2 |{Ut | 2 ,
with
Q=|{( f1(w=) U)| 2+|{(F2W)| 2+|{(F1 Wu)| 2+= |{( f3(w=) u=t)| 2
M9 &U&1+M10 |W | 2+M11 |{W | 2+M12 - =,
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and
M9=| f $1 | c1c2R1+| f1 |
M10=sup
t
|{F2 |3 c2+sup
t
|{F1 | 3 c2c4 R1
M11=M10+| f2 |
M12=| f $3 | c1 c2R2R1+| f3 | R1 .
Using Young’s inequality, we have (7.12).
The following estimates are obtained via the inner product of (7.1)
and Utt :
= |Utt | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|Ut | 22+
d
dt
(&2U, Ut)&|{Ut | 22+
d
dt
( f1(w=) U, Ut)
&(( f1(w=) U)t , Ut)+
d
dt
((F1u&F2) W, Ut)&(((F1u&F2) W ) t, Ut)
= | f3 | |u=t |
2
2 |Utt | 2+= |utt | 2 |Utt | 2 .
This leads to (7.13), with
M13=| f1 | c4 R1+| f2 |
M14=sup
t
|F1t |  c4R1+| f1 | c4R4+sup
t
|F2t |
M15=
| f3 | 2
2
R21+
R24
2
.
To obtain a damping term for |2U| 22 , we take the inner product of (7.1)
with &2U:
=
d
dt
(Ut , &2U)&= |{Ut | 22+
1
2
d
dt
|{U| 22+|2U|
2
2
| f1 |  |U| 2 |2U| 2+| f2 |  |W | 2 |2U| 2+| f1 |  |W | 2 |2U| 2
+= |utt | 2 |2U| 2+= | f3 | |u=t | 2 |2U| 2 .
This will produce (7.14) with arguments similar to those establishing (7.5).
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This ends the proof of Lemma 7.3. K
Proposition 7.1. There exists =6 such that, for all ==6 , there exist a
continuous function + and nonnegative constants *, k which are independent
of =, uniform with (u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0) # B=, and such that
|S=(t)(u0 , v0 , - = v0 , w0)&(u(t), ut(t), 0, w(t))| 2E0k |V0 |
2
2 e
&*t+=+(t),
where V0=v0&2u0+ f1(w0) u0& f2(w0) and
(u(t), w(t))=S(t)(u0 , w0).
Proof. The following estimate is the sum of (7.12) and (7.13)(7.15)
multiplied by :, ;, #, respectively,
d
dt
1+(1&=&;=&:) |{Ut | 22+\;2&
;=
2 + |2U| 22
+\#2&
#=
2
&: \ | f1 | +M13+M142 ++ |Ut | 22
4M 29 &U&21+4M 210 |W | 22+4M 211 |{W | 22+4M 212=
+(:M13 |h1 | 2 (1+c
2
4 R
2
1)+:M14) |W |
2
2+: |h2 |
2
 M13 |U|
2
2
+(;+#) | f1 | 2 |U|
2
2+(;+#) M1 |W |
2
2+=(;+#) M2
=&( } ). (7.15)
Due to (7.4) and (7.10), &1 is a continuous function, independent of =,
uniform with respect to |V0 | 2 which is bounded.
The function 1 is defined as follows:
1== |{Ut | 22+|2U|
2
2+2=({ut , {Ut)+
:
2
|Ut | 22
+:(&2U, Ut)+:( f1(w=) U, Ut)
+:((F1u&F2) W, Ut)+;=({Ut , {U)
+
;
2
|{U| 22+
#=
2
|Ut | 22+
#
2
|{U| 22 .
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The following inequalities are useful to estimate 1:
: |(&2U, Ut)|2: |2U| 22+
:
8
|Ut | 22
2= |({ut , {Ut)|
=
4
|{Ut | 22+4=R
3
3
: |( f1(w=) U, Ut)|2 | f1 | |U| 22+
:
8
|Ut | 22
: |((F1u&F2) W, Ut)|2(| f1 | c4R1+| f2 |) |W | 22+
:
8
|Ut | 22
;= |({Ut , {U)|
=
4
|{Ut | 22+;
2= |{U| 22 .
Then,
1 32= |{Ut |
2
2+(1+2:) |2U|
2
2+
7
8: |Ut |
2
2+=&2( } ), (7.16)
and
1
2= |{Ut |
2
2+(1&2:) |2U|
2
2+
1
8: |Ut |
2
2&=&3( } )1, (7.17)
where &2 and &3 are continuous functions, independent of =, uniform with
respect to |V0 | 2 , using (7.4) and (7.10).
We choose
:=
1
4
;=
8
3
#=
8
3 \1+: \ | f1 | +
M13+M14
2 ++ .
Choosing = such that
==6=Min \=$5 , 14;+ ,
estimate (7.15) produces
d
dt
1+
1
4
|{Ut | 22+|2U|
2
2+|Ut |
2
2=&1( } ).
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From estimate (7.16), we have
d
dt
1+
2
3
1= \&1( } )+23 &2( } )+ .
We deduce that
1(t)1(0) e&(23) t+= |
t
0
e&(23)(t&s) \&1(s)+23 &2(s)+ ds.
Using again (7.16) and (7.17), there exists a continuous function &5 , inde-
pendent of =, uniform for |V0 | 2 and |{V0 | 2 (which are bounded), such that
= |{Ut(t)| 22+|2U(t)|
2
2+|Ut |
2
2k |V0 |
2
2 e
&(23) t+=&5(t).
Furthermore,
= |{u=(t)| 22 = |{Ut(t)|
2
2+= |{ut |
2
2
= |{Ut(t)| 22+=R
3
3 .
Using again (7.4) and (7.10), we have
&u=(t)&u(t)&22+|u=t(t)&ut(t)| 22+= |{u=t(t)&0| 22+&w=(t)&w(t)&21
k |V0 | 22 e
&(23) t+=+(t).
This achieves the proof of Proposition 7.1. K
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